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Entering the nanometer era, a major challenge to current design method-

ologies and tools is how to effectively address the high defect densities pro-

jected for emerging nanotechnologies. To this end, in this dissertation we

propose a reconfiguration-based defect-tolerant design paradigm for defect-

prone nanoelectronic technologies. In our paradigm, designs are mapped into

a nanofabric comprised of reconfigurable regions, architected using a suitable

hierarchy of design abstractions, so as to meet the target yield with best ex-

pected performance. The new design goal is thus to devise an appropriate
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structural/behavioral decomposition which improves scalability by constrain-

ing the defect mapping and reconfiguration process to small fabric regions,

while meeting a desired probability of successful instantiation, i.e., yield.

A key feature of our proposed nanofabric architecture is that it en-

ables the defect mapping and configuration tasks to be performed within the

nanofabric itself, eliminating the costly per-chip offline processing. Specifically,

we have devised a novel group testing method that can systematically identify

defective components and/or connectivity in a fabric region. It enables the

entire fabric to be tested and configured in a scalable way, using a relatively

small number of easily configured triple-modular-redundancy (TMR) test tiles

executing concurrently on different regions of the target nanofabric.

Moreover, our proposed design paradigm offers a rich framework in

which critical trade-offs among performance, yield, and complexity can be

explored. The probabilistic nature of these tradeoffs has required us to in-

troduce a new class of ‘reliability-aware’ high-level synthesis (HLS) problems.

In particular, rather than carefully optimizing a single (‘deterministic’) solu-

tion, as done in traditional HLS, our approach requires the joint synthesis

and optimization of a sufficiently large family of alternative solutions, so as to

achieve the specified target yield, with best-expected performance. We have

developed a Reliability-Aware Synthesis framework for NANOfabrics (RAS-

NANO), aimed at systematically solving this new class of ‘reliability-aware’

HLS problem. It enables designers to effectively explore the complex prob-

abilistic design space associated with the new reconfiguration-based defect-

tolerant design paradigm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the main research problems addressed in this disserta-

tion, presents the main contributions of our work, and outlines the organization

of the dissertation.

1.1 Motivation

Significant advances have been made towards realizing the promise of emerging

nanotechnologies, including devising novel nanoelectronic devices and success-

fully assembling them into logic gates and memory arrays [15, 64, 26, 3, 41,

18, 9, 21, 80, 23, 25, 22]. In fact, progress in these areas has been so impressive

that the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS) pre-

dicts that it will be possible to manufacture large-scale computation nanofab-

rics within 10–15 years [66].

Still, such emerging nanoelectronic technologies face tremendous reli-

ability and scalability challenges. As stated in the ITRS 2004 Update on

Emerging Research Devices, “for all nanoscale organizations, the management
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of defective devices will be a critical element of any future architecture since

the defect rates are expected to be much higher than current practice” [66].

Indeed, such nanotechnologies will have: (1) a density of defects which is much

higher than current silicon technologies [40, 33, 45, 9]; and (2) are likely to be

much more susceptible to transient faults, sometimes referred to as soft faults,

see e.g.,[14, 45, 67]. These increases are, in part, due to the physical dimen-

sions being considered. Indeed, from a materials perspective, decreasing the

size of structures increases the ratio of surface area to volume, making imper-

fections on surfaces or materials’ boundaries more critical to proper function

of nanoscale interconnects and devices. In addition, at such reduced scales,

the discrete nature of atomic matter and charge becomes significant. Namely,

a single charge or defect may significantly impact the structural stability of a

nanodevice as well as its sensitivity to the electrostatic environment. These ob-

servations point to a reliability problem that is intrinsic to nanoscale regimes,

and is thus here to stay. Furthermore, in order to leverage the unprecedented

densities afforded by nanotechnologies (on the order of 1012 devices per cm2),

the scalability of computing architectures (in terms of performance/speed and

power) and the scalability of associated design and test methodologies (in

terms of complexity and practicality) will be critical.

Overcoming these challenges will require work at many levels, including

devising more reliable devices, interconnects, manufacturing processes, and

materials. At the same time, one needs to start devising design principles, ab-

stractions, and tools to enable system level designers to address the projected

increases in defects and faults. These will not only be pivotal to conclusively

demonstrating the viability of nanotechnologies, but also critical to moving

them from labs to production. Current design methodologies and tools take
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high reliability for ‘granted’, and thus, their direct application to designing

nanosystems would lead to exceedingly low yields [9]. A paradigm shift in de-

sign methods and tools is thus required, placing defect and fault-tolerance at

the forefront, and recognizing these as inextricably tied to system performance.

Practicality dictates that system-level design methods and tools must abstract

most technology related details. That is, only essential physical parameters

can, and should, be exposed to upper levels of the design hierarchy. In the

new design paradigm for emerging nanoelectronics, reliability will emerge as

a critical figure of merit for systems, subsystems and their constituent com-

ponents. Thus, a new class of reliability related parameters (abstracted based

on expected defect and fault distributions, etc.) will need to be exposed to

upper levels of the design hierarchy and actively considered by system design

methods. In addition, the sheer density inherent to nanoscale electronics will

require innovation in the way synthesis and test are incorporated in design

methodologies. Specifically, if scalability is to be achieved, new optimizations

and trade-offs spanning these disciplines have to be addressed. Moreover,

given the substantial degree of uncertainty inherent to nanoscale regimes of

operation, such trade-offs will have to be framed in a probabilistic setting, if

effective optimization of performance, yield, and other key figures of merit are

to be achieved.

It has been demonstrated that nanoelectronics technology is well suited

to building reconfigurable computational fabrics [15, 33, 21]. This is signifi-

cant because reconfigurability provides a powerful tool to circumvent the un-

certainty associated with defect distributions [40]. Indeed, even if mapping

defects and then configuring the target functionality around such defects, on a

per-chip basis, is a challenging task, the alternative – using brute force redun-
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dancy (temporal and/or spatial) to ensure a sufficiently high probability of cor-

rect chip operation – would likely be very inefficient in terms of power/energy,

incur a substantial performance/delay overhead, and would ultimately be lim-

ited by the reliability of the required arbitration circuits, see e.g., [44, 38].

Coding does not provide a reasonable alternative either. In [34], for example,

Von Neuman’s multiplexing scheme is used to achieve tolerance to soft faults –

specifically, the paper proposes a multi-stage multiplexing scheme with restora-

tion to reduce redundancy overheads. However, the authors admit that the

resulting overheads are still excessive, and suggests that a defect avoidance

technique based on reconfiguration would be more effective in terms of han-

dling defects (or ‘hard faults’) [35]. Nevertheless, designing complex systems

to be instantiated through reconfiguration poses a major scalability challenge

– defect mapping and configuration must be performed on a per chip basis.

The scalability and practicality of any reconfiguration-based defect-avoidance

approach is thus strongly predicated on the type and granularity of the prim-

itive programmable elements adopted for the target nanofabric, as well as on

the fabric’s overall organization. Specifically, a primary concern of such new

design paradigms should be to architect the nanofabric, with an appropriate

hierarchy of abstractions, so as to enable each chip to execute its own standard

self-testing procedure, followed by a self-configuration step, requiring minimal

(ideally none) off-line processing.

Finally, in recent research for reliable nanosystem design, a consen-

sus is emerging that a layered approach – in which defects (or hard faults)

and soft faults are addressed separately at different system layers – would be

more effective. That is, one may use reconfiguration-based defect avoidance

techniques to provide ‘defect-free’ modules and then integrate fault tolerant
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approaches onto those modules to address soft faults. In this dissertation, we

focus specifically on reconfiguration-based defect avoidance. As will be seen,

our approach provides a ‘defect-free’ component based interface to subsequent

design layers/phases, enabling fault tolerance to be considered in later phases

on the design flow.

1.2 Problem Definition and Main Contribu-

tions

The topic of this dissertation is reconfiguration-based defect-tolerant design

paradigms, aimed at addressing, at the system level, the high defect densities

projected for emerging nanoelectronics, in a scalable way.

The main contributions of this dissertation are:

• A novel reconfiguration-based defect-tolerant design paradigm targeted

at a suitable class of reconfigurable nanofabrics, architected so as to

expose critical system-level design trade-offs among performance, yield,

and complexity.

• A novel group testing method enabling scalable defect mapping and con-

figuration for our target class of architected nanofabrics.

• A new class of ‘reliability-aware’ high-level synthesis (HLS) problems,

and a corresponding Reliability-Aware Synthesis framework, aimed at

synthesizing application-specific reconfigurable NANOfabrics (RAS-NANO)

implementing kernel components, and delivering best expected perfor-

mance for a given target yield.
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1.3 Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review previous rel-

evant work. In Chapter 3, we introduce the new reconfiguration-based design

paradigm targeted at nanofabrics. With support of experimental results, we

show that it not only lays a promising foundation towards comprehensively

addressing, at the system level, the reliability and scalability challenges posed

by emerging nanotechnologies, but also exposes a probabilistic design space in

which to consider critical system-level design trade-offs between performance,

yield, and complexity. In Chapter 4, we present the triple-modular-redundancy

(TMR) based group testing method which enables scalable defect mapping and

configuration in the new reconfiguration-based design paradigm. We propose

concrete designs of the required support circuitry and discuss the trade-off

between testing performance and complexity. In Chapter 5, we present the

Reliability-Aware Synthesis framework for Nanofabrics (RAS-NANO), and its

support algorithms. It aims at synthesizing a sufficiently large family of al-

ternative solutions, to be mapped on a reconfigurable nanofabrics architected

so as to meet the specified yield with best expected performance. We empiri-

cally show that the RAS-NANO framework can effectively explore the complex

probabilistic design space defined by our proposed design paradigm for nan-

otechnologies. Finally, in Chapter 6, we give conclusions and discuss future

research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background and Previous Work

As the device feature size keeps scaling down following the Moore’s law, the

conventional silicon-based micro-electronics are approaching their physical lim-

its. Furthermore, beyond traditional CMOS, emerging nanotechnologies, es-

pecially molecular electronics, have attracted more and more inter-discipline

research interests. Irrespective of the ‘winning’ technologies, e.g., semiconduc-

tor nanowires and/or carbon nanotubes, it is widely recognized that devices

and interconnect at the nanoscale will exhibit defect densities much higher

than state-of-the-art silicon technology. This poses a grand challenge – how

to design reliable systems using such defect-prone nanotechnologies.

2.1 Technology Background

In this section we briefly review the recent research advances in molecular

electronics.
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2.1.1 Molecular Electronics

Molecular electronics has shown significant and promising advances recently.

It has been shown that chains of molecules can conduct electrical current

(functioning as wires) and that they also can act as switches [11, 20, 79, 63].

More recently, researchers have found that the molecular nanostructures, such

as carbon nanotubes and silicon nanowires, can be used to build nanoelectronic

devices such as diodes, field-effect transistors (FETs), and logic gates and

circuits [73, 15, 30, 64, 26, 3, 41, 18, 42, 52].

Lower conductor (NW or NT)

Support

Suspended NT Switch ON Switch OFF

Lower conductor (NW or NT)

Support

Suspended NT Switch ON Switch OFF

Figure 2.1: Suspended nanotube switchable device.

Fig. 2.1 shows three switched connections using a suspended carbon

nanotube (NT) – this structure has been built by Lieber and his collabora-

tors [64]. As shown in the figure, each NT-NT junction acts as a bi-stable

switch with an energy barrier between the two states: connected (closed) or

disconnected (open). The mechanical equilibrium of the tubes maintains the

neutral open position. By applying charges with opposite polarities to the

tubes, one can pull them toward each other until they touch, at which time

molecular forces hold them in the closed position. On the contrary, applying

charges of same polarities to the tubes forces them to open. In this way, one

can effectively set or reset programming connections. Silicon nanowires (NW)

provide another alternative for the lower conductors. Fig. 2.1 shows three
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such switches. The one in the middle is currently closed, and the others are

open.

In [41] it was shown that oxide can be grown over the doped silicon

NW to prevent direct electrical contact of a crossed conductor, so that the

electrical field of one wire can then be used to gate the other wire to form a

nanoscale FET, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Field-effect transistor (FET) behavior

was also demonstrated for carbon nanotubes (NT) in [73, 64, 26, 3, 52].

Isd

Oxide 
Covered 
NW

Gating 
NT or NW

Vg

Isd

Oxide 
Covered 
NW

Gating 
NT or NW

Vg

Figure 2.2: Crossed nanowire FET device.

In [21], an architecture based on cross-bar arrays for nanoscale FET-

based electronics was proposed, which is shown in Fig. 2.3. In that architec-

ture, one array of parallel nanowires is overlaid on a second array rotated by

90o with respect to the first. Depending on the device specifics, the cross-points

of the arrays can either store or switch data. Specifically, the crossed arrays

can act as memory cores (memory), programmable logic arrays (computation),

and crossbars (interconnects), all the key elements required to implement com-

putations. As shown in the figure, nanoscale FET decoders are used to allow
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a small number of microscale wires to connect to a larger number of nanoscale

wires, where microscale wires serve as address lines to the decoders. In this

way, programming the nanoscale connections from the conventional microscale

wires is allowed. This architecture is also designed to tolerate defects by both

local wire sparing and array sparing.
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Figure 2.3: FET-based nanoarrays.

A primary advantage of molecular electronics is that molecules are nat-

ural nanometer-scale structures that can be made identical in vast quantities

and high densities. It has also been demonstrated that molecular electronics

is well suited to building reconfigurable computational fabrics [15, 64, 33, 32],

as they have the structures amenable to sparing and remapping. All the

aforementioned molecular devices have the ability to store state and imple-

ment switching at a wire crossing. For instance, a molecular switch holds its

own state, thus its configuration information does not need to be stored in
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a separate device and we can program it with the same wires used to read

data. Similarly for memory cores and programmable logic arrays (PLAs) con-

structed from molecular switches or FETs, no separate configuration memories

and wires are needed. On the contrast, current CMOS-based PLAs or field-

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) require a SRAM cell to control each pass

transistor and two sets of wires for addressing the configuration bit and actual

signals separately. That is, the area overhead for supporting reconfiguration

in CMOS-based reconfigurable devices is virtually eliminated in molecular de-

vices. Therefore, reconfiguration can be naturally enabled in molecular devices

with no density penalty. This is significant because reconfigurability provides

a powerful tool to circumvent the high density of defects that will be charac-

teristic of such structures.

2.1.2 Memory-Based Computing Nanofabrics

Computers built solely of wires, switches and memory-based look-up tables

(LUTs), i.e., requiring no traditional logic gates (or very few of these), are

very appealing in the context of nanotechnologies [40]. The appeal of such

memory-only computers lies in the fact that, one can rely solely on simple,

highly regular, and ultra dense fabrics comprised of crossbar structures, to

build powerful substrates capable of performing arbitrarily complex compu-

tations. Specifically, the homogeneous structure of memory-based computing

nanofabrics provides an edge over other candidates in terms of better man-

ufacturability and controllability – critical towards reliable mass production.

Indeed, as memory is currently one of the primary applications targeted by

emerging nanotechnologies, such an assumption on memory-based computing
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is quite reasonable/plausible [40, 51].

Fig.2.4 shows a nanowire crossbar-based memory structure, denoted

the Harvard-CalTech nanomemory [80, 23, 22]. This particular architecture

contains: (1) a crossbar nanowire memory array comprised of nonvolatile

nanoscale cross-switches – possible realizations for the latter include suspended

nanotube switches [64], as shown in Fig.2.1, crossed nanowire diodes [80], and

rotaxanes-based molecular switches [15]; and (2) a row decoder and a column

decoder, composed of either top-gated nanowire FETs [23, 22] at the inter-

face boundary between microscale regime and the nanoscale regime, which

is needed for programming each nanowire switches, or the crossed nanowire

(cNW) FET array [78] inside the nanoscale regime (see Fig. 2.5). As men-

tioned before, the devices at the nanoarray’s wire crossings (shown in Fig.

2.1) have the ability to both store state and implement switching, making this

structure exceedingly compact and efficient [64]. As shown in Fig. 2.5.(a), to

program the nanowire cross points from micro/lithographic wires, microwires

are used to gate modulation-doped nanowires in order to uniquely address each

nanowire using the ‘k-hot’ encoding scheme proposed in [23]. The address lines

are microwires – still, while the decoders’ microscale wires are large compared

to the nanoscale wires forming the memory array core, their number scales

as the square root of the memory array width [23, 22]. Thus, for the large

memory arrays that would be typical of such an architecture, those microscale

wires will be just a thin layer placed at the boundary of large nanoarray cores

[23, 22]. Inside the nanoscale regime, the address decoders can be simply

implemented by cNW FET arrays [78], as shown in Fig. 2.5.(b).

Of course, one can also implement conventional logic gates using such

programmable nanowire crossbar structures. Indeed, several architectures
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comprised of functional nanoarrays implementing programmable logic array

(PLA) planes (e.g., OR and NOR) have been proposed, see e.g., [21, 25] (shown

in Fig. 2.3). While such architectures can provide universal logic function-

ality, i.e., their logic planes can be configured to compute any logic function,

performing defect mapping and reconfiguration at such a fine level of granular-

ity (e.g., OR and NOR elements) can be quite challenging, particularly when

ultra dense nanochips are considered.1

2.2 Previous Work on Reliable Design for Nanosys-

tems

Fault-tolerant design approaches aim to detect and correct faults via some

form of redundancy checking during execution, so that a system can still func-

tion correctly in the presence of faults caused by defects or disturbances. On

the other hand, the so called defect-avoidance approaches use tests to locate

defective components and then configure the system resources ‘around’ them,

before execution. Defect-avoidance approaches can only handle permanent

faults caused by defects, while fault-tolerant approaches are capable of dealing

with transient faults as well.

In [68], Shukla and Bahar provided a good review of previous work in

defect and fault tolerance for nanotechnologies and proposed fabric architec-

tures.

1Note that memory-only computing fabrics would suffer from a similar problem, if built
out of ‘fine-grained’ primitive programmable elements, say, 64 bit LUTs.
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2.2.1 Fault-Tolerant Approaches

Fault-tolerant design approaches use some form of redundancy, either struc-

tural, temporal, or coding, to perform the original operations in order to detect

and correct errors.

TMR/NMR Based Approaches

Basing a design methodology on TMR/NMR would mean allocating a priori

structural redundancy and arbitration resources such that faults could be tol-

erated with high probability in fabricated chips [76]. For instance, in TMR,

required operations are performed using three identical functional modules

and their results are determined by a majority-rule based voter, i.e., arbiter.

Assuming that outputs of faulty components always differ from each other,

TMR/NMR is capable of error detection2. It is also capable of error correc-

tion if there is only one faulty module. To achieve higher reliability, multiple

levels of TMR may be interconnected, resulting in a method called cascaded

TMR (CTMR).

For TMR/NMR based approaches, the reliability of the arbiters need

to be balanced with that of the modules being voted. If the granularity of the

modules is too small, the reliability of the arbiters will dominate the system

reliability. If the granularity of the modules is too coarse, the achieved defect

and fault tolerance will be non-optimal. In [7], the need of balancing the

reliability of arbiters with that of the redundant modules was illustrated.

Some researchers have studied applying TMR/NMR based approaches

to reliable design for nanosystems. In [69], it was shown that to effectively use

2This assumption can be relaxed using the time shared TMR with alternating logic as
shown in [57].
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CTMR on a nanochip containing many nanoscale devices, the device error rate

has to be extremely low. They suggested that CTMR might only be effective

in modest or small circuit modules.

A major issue of the TMR/NMR based approaches is that the reliability

of designs is limited by that of the final arbiter, since it is always on the

critical path of the system output. We refer this problem as ‘arbiter reliability

bottleneck’. This makes the TMR/NMR based approaches ineffective in the

context of highly integrated nanosystems with high defect densities, where the

arbiters cannot be assumed to be fault-free.

Von Neuman’s Multiplexing Scheme

In [74], Von Neuman proposed a multiplexing scheme to obtain a probability of

error for the system under design that is not lower bounded by the probability

of error for the arbiter. The basic idea of the multiplexing scheme is to carry

each constituent element of a message simultaneously on a bundle of N lines

instead of a single wire. The logic states (asserted ”1” or deserted ”0”) of the

bundles are determined by comparing with a certain critical level ∆, where

0 < ∆ < 1/2. When more than (1 − ∆)N lines of a bundle are asserted, the

logic state of the bundle is considered as asserted. On the other hand, if less

than ∆ lines of a bundle are asserted, the state of the bundle is considered

as deserted. When the number of asserted lines in a bundle is in between

the two cases, the bundle is considered to be in an intermediate state, which

indicates an error. It was shown in [74] that the number of lines deviating from

the correctly functioning majorities of their bundles can be kept at or below

the critical level ∆N with arbitrarily high probability. Indeed the multiplexing

scheme is a special coding scheme where all signals are presented in a repeated-
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code form and all computations and communications are performed in the

coded space.
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Figure 2.6: NAND module with multiplexing.

Figure 2.6 shows the construction of a multiplexed NAND module us-

ing bundles of five lines. In the multiplexing scheme, after passing through

one functional module, the error level of the output bundle might increase

comparing to that of the input bundle. The accumulated error levels might

eventually cause the output bundle of a system to lie in the intermediate zones

of uncertain state. Thus, restoring modules are required in the multiplexing

scheme, to address the degradation caused by the functional modules. Such

restoring modules can be implemented by a bundle of N majority-rule based

voters or NAND modules connected with a permutation unit [74]. The per-

mutation unit randomly permutes the triplicated or duplicated input bundles,

and then pass the resulting N groups of statistically independent 3 or 2 lines

into the N majority voters or NAND modules. Consequently, the prevalence

of the presence as well as the absence of a logic state in the output bundle is

amplified, and the error level is brought down asymptotically.

A major issue with multiplexing technique is that to obtain an ac-
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ceptable level of probability of error, a huge number of lines in a bundle are

required, which means extremely high redundancy overhead and interconnect

complexity, a roadblock for its practical application in conventional CMOS

technologies. As the affordable resource redundancy will dramatically increase

in ultra-dense nanosystems, researchers have begun proposing variants of mul-

tiplexing schemes to reliable design for nanotechnologies.

In [58], NAND multiplexing scheme was proposed to implement highly

redundant, fault-tolerant nanoelectronic systems. In [34], Han and Jonker ex-

tended this study by using Markov chain model to perform reliability analysis

of multiple-stage multiplexing systems. They proposed a multiplexing scheme

with multiple-stage restoration to reduce redundancy overheads. However,

they admitted that the resulting overheads were still excessive, and suggested

that a defect-avoidance technique based on reconfiguration would be more ef-

fective in terms of handling defects [35]. In [59], further analysis of using more

restorative stages to improve circuit reliability was performed. It was shown

that, for smaller device fault rates, increasing the number of restorative stages

did improve reliability, while for larger fault rates, it could actually degrade

reliability.

In [71], an approach called Recursive TMR (RTMR) was proposed,

which combines distributed majority voting and multiplexing technique to

alleviate the ‘arbiter reliability bottleneck’ issue of TMR. They found that

RTMR was effective in handling near-term noise and single events caused by

energetic particles. However, as the noise sources scale too quickly with device

feature size at nanoscale, RTMR circuits will become too large and too slow.
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Self-Correcting Structure: NanoBoxes

A research group at the University of Minnesota proposed a self-correcting

logic structure, called NanoBox, for nanocomputing systems [47, 46]. A NanoBox

consists of a logic look-up table (LUT) with error correction on the function

truth table, thereby achieving fine-grained fault tolerance. It intends to pro-

vide a robust logic block to higher levels circuit integration and microarchitec-

ture. An example of a 4-input, 1-output NanoBox is shown in Fig.2.7.
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Figure 2.7: NanoBox: self-correcting logic block.

In [47], the research group evaluated various error correction coding

schemes to be deployed in the NanoBox, including TMR, Hamming Code,

Hsiao Code, and Reed Solomon Code [48]. They found that TMR was the

least costly in terms of circuit area and power, using a 90-nm, silicon-on-

insulator CMOS process. They suggested that the best defect tolerance was

achieved by balanced error correction code such as TMR, or Hamming Code

derivative, which resulted in a fairly regular design and consistent critical path.

In [46], they proposed the Recursive NanoBox Processor Grid as an

application specific, fault-tolerant, parallel computing system for fabrication
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with nanotechnology devices. This architecture contains multiple levels of re-

dundancy. It uses NanoBoxes at the bottom of the hierarchy, and then use

module-level redundancy for each functional module (e.g. ALU) in a micropro-

cessor. At the top level, multiple processors are arrayed in a two-dimensional

grid so that when a processor fails, its surrounding processors might be able

to complete its outstanding computations. Their experimental results still

showed that TMR was the best error correcting scheme at both NanoBox bit-

level and module-level. They showed that the processor using NanoBoxes with

bit-level and module-level TMR can tolerate more than 20 orders of magni-

tude higher fault rates than those of contemporary CMOS, with 100% correct

functioning. However, in their experiments, they did not inject faults into the

error detection and correction logic. Indeed, the reliability of the NanoBox

will be upper limited by the reliability of the error detector and error correc-

tor, i.e., the arbiter for TMR or the encoder/decoder for information coding

schemes.

Probabilistic Design Based on Markov Random Fields

In [4], a fault-tolerant probabilistic design methodology using Markov Random

Fields (MRF) that relates thermal energy and entropy was proposed. The idea

is to use MRF as the model of computation instead of using discrete-valued

logic. The logic operations are achieved by maximizing the probability of state

configurations in the logic network, which is equivalent to minimizing a form of

energy that depends upon neighboring nodes in the network. Since the compu-

tation is inherently probabilistic and involves maximizing the probabilities of

correct network-node operation using MRF formalism, this MRF-based archi-

tecture has built-in resilience to defects and faults. The authors also discussed
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using structural and temporal redundancy for additional fault tolerance. They

admitted that the MRF model was somewhat abstract, and practical mappings

from the MRF model to physical devices were still needed to be investigated.

2.2.2 Reconfiguration-Based Defect Tolerance

The basic idea of reconfiguration-based approaches is that they first identify

defects on a fabric and then configure the target functionality around those

defects.

In [58], NMR, NAND multiplexing and reconfiguration were compared

for different device defect rates. On nanochips with 1012 devices and the tar-

get probability of working being 90%, they found that NMR was the least

effective, followed by NAND multiplexing, and reconfiguration provided the

best results. They showed that reconfiguration could withhold four to six or-

ders of magnitude greater defect rates than other two techniques given the

same redundancy. Note that, however, this comparison only considered tol-

erating hard defects. NMR and NAND multiplexing can also tolerate soft

faults, while reconfiguration cannot. Still, this study showed the effectiveness

of reconfiguration in handling hard defects.

TERAMAC

TERAMAC [19] was an early successful experiment on reconfiguration-based

defect-tolerant architectures at HP labs in early 1990’s. It was a large cus-

tom configurable computer, where a large number of low reliability (and low

cost) FPGA boards were used to realize a large reliable computing system.

The extra communication bandwidth and redundancy in TERAMAC enables
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defect avoidance via reconfiguration. Specially, following assembly, one first

performs testing to identify and map the defects in the FPGAs. The resulted

defect map is then used by compilers to generate FPGA configurations avoid-

ing these defects. Testing/defect-mapping is done by ‘signature generators’,

which are sets of resources generating long pseudo-random number strings that

are sent around TERAMAC by a large number of different physical paths. If

the bit stream is both correctly generated and transmitted by the network, all

the resources used are probably good. For reconfiguration, TERAMAC uses a

300-megabit configuration word, essentially a single instruction that sets every

configuration bit in every FPGA. It was impressive that even the defect rate of

the system resources was as high as 3%, TERAMAC was able to run complex

applications reliably.

The creators of TEMRAC have identified the possibility of utilizing

reconfiguration to achieve tolerance to hard defects in systems targeted at

emerging nanotechnologies [40]. Indeed, the fact that molecular electronics is

well suited to building reconfigurable devices makes such reconfiguration-based

defect-tolerant approaches promising.

Fine-Grained Reconfigurable Nanofabric

Based on the TERAMAC architecture, a reconfiguration-based defect-tolerant

approach to nanosystem design was proposed by Goldstein and his collabora-

tors in [33, 53, 32]. It is based on the nanofabric architecture [33], which is a

regular two-dimensional mesh of interconnected nanoblocks and switchblocks,

as shown in Fig.2.8. A nanoblock is a logic block containing a molecular logic

array (MLA) that can be programmed to implement a three-bit input to three-

bit output Boolean function and its complement. A switchblock is configured
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to route signals between nanoblocks. This approach first identifies defective

nanoblocks on a nanofabric, then synthesizes (offline) a feasible configuration

realizing the application for each nanofabric instance, and finally configures

each instance accordingly.

Nanoblock

Switchblock

Nanoblock

Switchblock

Figure 2.8: Nanofabric architecture.

To address the challenges posed by the high defect densities and dif-

ficulty of accessing individual nanoblocks in a nanofabric, Mishra and Gold-

stein proposed a two-phase group testing methodology [53, 54]. During the first

‘probability assignment’ phase, one attempts to either get the exact number

of defects or a crude estimate for the number of defects, e.g., none, some, or

many, in the group of nanoblocks. Using Bayesian methods, one then ana-

lyzes the outputs of all test groups to obtain defect probabilities for individual

nanoblock. As a result, at the end of this first phase all nanoblocks are clas-

sified into two sets: those with high probability of being good and those with

high probability of being defective. During the second ‘defect location’ phase,

conventional group testing is applied, but only to the subset of nanoblocks

likely to be good, with the goal of identifying those which are defective. Un-
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fortunately, this second phase of their group testing methodology requires

unlimited connectivity among the nanofabric’s nanoblocks [53, 54].

The built-in-self-test (BIST) methods proposed in [10, 75] improve over

[54], in that they do not require unlimited connectivity. The CAEN-BIST

approach in [10] configures a nanoblock as a tester to test its neighboring

nanoblocks. Test patterns are injected to both the tester and the nanoblock

under test (BUT) from an external source. The tester compares the input test

patterns and output patterns from the BUT to see if the BUT is defective.

Note that, however, on the fine-grained nanofabrics, the nanoblocks can only

implement simple logic functions like AND and OR. It is not clear how they can

be configured to implement multi-bit comparators. Also, since the input pat-

terns are provided by external circuits instead of internal nanoblocks, CAEN-

BIST can only be done in such a wave-like manner that a set of nanoblocks

tests another set of nanoblocks in the same diagonal until the entire nanofabric

has been tested. Thus, its complexity depends on the size of the nanofabric.

As an improvement over [10], the approach in [75] configures nanoblocks into

test groups (TGs), each of which contains three nanoblocks: a test pattern

generator (TPG), a block under test (BUT), and an output response analyzer

(ORA). They partition the entire fabric into a set of TGs, and then apply a

set of fault detection configurations (FDCs) to test for stuck-at, stuck-open,

bridging, and connection faults in nanoblocks and switchblocks. A major ad-

vantage of this approach is that all BUTs in the TGs of an FDC can be tested

in parallel. However, those BIST approaches all assume that the results of

each nanoblock (i.e., tester nanoblock in [10] or ORA in [75]) can be read

out using an access mechanism, which might not be practical on ultra-dense

nanofabrics [53]. Also, their fault models rely heavily on the projected device
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characteristics of the target technology, e.g., molecular diode-resistor logic. At

such an early stage of the emerging nanotechnologies, it might be too early to

justify the effectiveness of the methods.

DeHon addressed defect tolerance in his nanoscale Programmable Logic

Array (nanoPLA) architecture, built on cross-bar arrays for nanoscale FETs

(see Fig.2.3) [21, 25]. He proposed to use individual wire sparing and block re-

dundancy with reconfiguration to achieve defect tolerance. In [56, 24], DeHon

and Naeimi proposed a linear-time, greedy algorithm for configuring logical

terms (OR or NOR elements) in a nanoPLA, avoiding previously identified

defective junctions. However, they did not address the defect mapping prob-

lem.

In general, the approaches based on fine-grained reconfiguration face

substantial scalability challenges. In particular, they require off-line process-

ing specific to each individual chip, which is a potential show stopper to achiev-

ing cheap and fast mass-production. To compound the problem, since each

chip would have a distinct defect map, the testing, synthesis and configura-

tion procedures would need to be carried out on a per chip basis. Clearly,

approaches without a clear hierarchy that require those procedures at such a

fine granularity (i.e., simple nanoblock or logic nanoPLA term) will not scale

for large nanosystems. Indeed, in order to enable each nanochip to orchestrate

its own self-testing and self-configuration procedures (requiring minimum or

no off-line processing), the level of granularity at which defect mapping and

configuration are done should be ‘coarser’. Ideally, one would like to use the

processing power of the fabric itself to perform the defect mapping and con-

figuration tasks, in a simple way.
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Cell Matrix

The Cell Matrix architecture proposed in [29] is a reconfigurable fabric consists

of homogeneous cells and interconnects in a two-dimensional grid. Each cell

contains a memory block implementing the look-up tables (LUTs) for the logic

functions include NAND, XOR, as well as more complex functions like one-bit

full adder, two-bit multiplexer, etc. The granularity of the cell is thus ‘coarser’

than the nanoblock in [33] and logic term in nanoPLA [25]. It indeed can be

considered as one example of the memory-based computing nanofabrics.

Each cell operates in two modes: data mode and configuration mode.

In data mode, a cell computes the logic function on its inputs. In configuration

mode, a cell (re)configures its memory block based on the inputs. A cell is

capable of forcing its neighboring cell into configuration mode and provides

the configuration input. In this way, Cell Matrix is able to detect errors in

cells and relocate the desired functions to other cells.

As discussed before, the idea of using completely regular (memory-

based) structure to build computationally complex system is appealing for

nanotechnologies, as it is easier to manufacture, easier to synthesize and con-

figure, and allows self-reconfiguration. One issue in Cell Matrix is that an error

occurring in one cell’s configuration mode might be propagated through the

entire matrix through reconfiguration so that it has widespread consequences.

Moreover, as the Cell Matrix contains a huge number of cells, a flat two-

dimensional organization of cells might not be scalable during the synthesis,

defect detection and reconfiguration processes. A hierarchical structure built

into the Cell Matrix will probably improve its scalability.
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Chapter 3

A Reconfiguration-Based

Defect-Tolerant Design

Paradigm for Nanotechnologies

In this chapter we propose a novel reconfiguration-based design paradigm tar-

geting architected nanofabrics and show that it lays a promising foundation

towards comprehensively addressing, at the system level, the scalability and

reliability challenges posed by emerging nanotechnologies [44, 38]. Indeed, first

it provides a hierarchy of design abstractions aimed at ensuring scalability, not

only during a nanosystem’s synthesis, but also in the defect mapping and con-

figuration phases. Scalability must be jointly addressed across these phases –

this is one of the innovative aspects of our approach. Second, the proposed

hierarchy is based on abstractions that enable an effective integration of fault-

tolerance and defect-avoidance techniques in design methodologies. We will

show that this is key to enabling the design of robust nanosystems. A third
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innovation embodied in our approach is that it provides an adequate proba-

bilistic framework in which to consider critical system-level design trade-offs

between performance, yield and per chip costs.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we give an overview

of the key ideas underlying the proposed reconfiguration-based defect-tolerant

design paradigm. Then, in Section 3.2, we present the proposed abstractions

and design hierarchy, the corner-stone of this new design paradigm. In Sec-

tion 3.3, we discuss the granularity and implementation issues of the primitive

reconfigurable elements in our approach and show how they enable scalability

and practicality. Experimental results demonstrating the promise of our ap-

proach are discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes this chapter

with a brief summary.

3.1 Overview

Our target implementation platform is a (re)configurable memory-based com-

puting nanofabric. Our approach is based on two key ideas. The first is to

structure designs as hierarchies of carefully dimensioned (re)configurable fabric

regions while decomposing and assigning functional ‘basic flows’ to each region.

By restricting the functionality which is preassigned to a specific nanofabric

region, we limit the scope and complexity of the defect mapping and config-

uration tasks that need to be performed for each chip. Namely, since one

need only work with a set of basic flows assigned to structured fabric regions

of limited complexity, it is possible to precompute configuration alternatives.

However, to achieve high yields, one must ensure up-front that each region has

sufficient degrees of freedom for configuration (i.e., ‘configuration capacity’),
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so that the associated basic flows can be instantiated with high probability.

The second idea underlying our approach is to devise efficient defect

mapping and configuration methods for such regions. Observe that one need

not map all defects in a region, but instead, only establish the existence of

a feasible configuration for the region’s associated basic flow(s). Also observe

that the defect mapping process is time consuming and one might wish to com-

promise its accuracy, i.e., allow false negatives, in order to trade-off accelerated

fabrication with lower yield. Our approach captures these trade-offs, providing

a good foundation for design methodologies for unreliable nanotechnologies.

3.2 Proposed Abstractions and Design Hier-

archy

Our target nanofabric is architected using the three-level hierarchy summa-

rized in Fig.3.1. The basic configuration unit of the nanofabric, called a re-

gion, is a grid of processing elements (PEs) and switching elements (SEs).

Fig.3.1 shows one such region – a 4×4 grid consisting of 8 PEs and 8 SEs

(see Section 4.2.2 for discussions on region size). The PEs perform standard

8-bit arithmetic/logic operations, and are comprised of a small set of look-up

tables (LUTs) and simple control logic. As it will be seen, the use of such

‘coarse-grained’ PEs as the atomic fabric elements enables a simple and yet

effective testing methodology for defect mapping.

Each region of the nanofabric can be configured to execute a small

behavioral segment, called a basic flow. A set of representative basic flows is

shown in Fig.3.1 (left-bottom), where each node represents an arithmetic/logic
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Figure 3.2: Map a basic flow to a region.

operation to be executed by a PE, and edges represent data transfers between

operations, performed through an SE. One may think of basic flows as ‘instruc-

tions’ and regions as the programmable ‘execution units’ of a nanocomputing

system. They are defined such that each basic flow can be instantiated (with

high probability) into a single region if it has a ‘moderate’ number of faulty ele-

ments. Naturally, the larger the resource redundancy in a region, the larger the

number of alternative configurations for its associated basic flow, and thus the

higher the probability of successfully instantiating it on that region. Fig.3.2,

for example, shows 4 out of many possible configurations in which a basic flow

ft3 can be mapped to a 4×4 grid region 1. Note that whether a configuration

is feasible depends on the defect distribution in the region.

The second level of the design hierarchy comprises mapping units (MUs),

each aimed at realizing a (connected) set of basic flows. MUs are dimensioned

so as to provide sufficient redundant resources, i.e., configuration capacity,

1We use a simplified representation of a region where each PE is represented by a node
and each SE is represented by a crosspoint.
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Figure 3.3: Map a set of basic flows to a mapping unit.

to ensure their associated basic flows can be instantiated with the budgeted

probability. Fig.3.1 (middle) illustrates this, exhibiting an MU requiring a

minimum of three regions (one for each of its associated basic flows), and yet

containing four such regions, so as to increase the probability of a successful

configuration. Fig.3.3, shows 4 out of many possible configurations for this

case. Again, whether a configuration is feasible depends on the defect dis-

tribution across the regions. MUs also define the scope in which to consider

alternative configurations for a given behavior, i.e., set of basic flows. Specif-

ically, one need only determine whether the basic flows assigned to each MU

can be realized on its internal regions. Moreover, in order to control intra-MU

routing complexity (see below), our nanofabric architecture allows mapping

units to have at most nine regions.

The top level of our structural design hierarchy is the component ab-

straction. Each component is intended to either realize a transformational

kernel, i.e., perform an application’s computation and control tasks, or realize

storage and switching resources, i.e., support communication between tasks.
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We focus on the first type of component, as their transformational nature is

more challenging from a reliability standpoint. Each application kernel is thus

mapped to a corresponding component or set of component ‘slices’, depending

on the required word size. A component consists of a number of mapping units,

each of which aims at implementing a set of basic flows. In order to simplify

scheduling and control, the set of basic flows assigned to the various mapping

units of a component must satisfy convexity constraints, that is, there cannot

be ‘circular’ (input/output) data dependencies among them, see e.g.,[31].

Routing among elements in the hierarchy is supported as follows. Within

a region switching elements (SEs) are used to route between adjacent PEs. We

currently assume each SE can support up to two routing channels among its

adjacent PEs. At the MU level, each region is surrounded by a routing channel

containing a number of routing tracks on each of its sides. A switch box is

placed between each routing channel. Since there are a relatively small number

of tracks within an MU, and MUs may contain at most nine internal regions,

efficient table lookup based algorithms can be used to explicitly program the

switch blocks with the shortest paths between any two regions. At the com-

ponent level, inter-MU routing is done using long-lines for signals that are run

next to the MUs and switch boxes for routing between MUs. The routing

strategy is similar to that used for intra-MU routing.

Accordingly, a component design for a kernel requires defining the fol-

lowing:

1. Sizing the component’s resources, i.e., specifying the number of

MUs and number of regions within each MU;

2. Specifying a flow cover for the kernel, using a set of basic flows (one
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may think this step as ‘instruction selection’);

3. Specifying an assignment of basic flows to MUs, whereby basic

flows in a cover are assigned to MUs subject to convexity constraints.

In Fig.3.1 we illustrate the design of a component implementing the

auto-regression (AR) filter kernel. The dataflow graph (DFG) of the kernel

is covered by six basic flows: four of type ft4 and two of type ft2. The

component design includes two mapping units (MU1 and MU2), each with

four regions – basic flows F1, F2, and F3 are assigned to MU1, while basic

flows F4, F5, and F6 are assigned to MU2. One can map defects in each region

in parallel, and then use such maps to determine the target region (within the

assigned MU) and final configuration for individual basic flows F1 through F6,

also in parallel. Note that the mapping between the basic flows and regions is

not fixed, and depends upon the defect distributions on each nanofabric.

To summarize, the component abstraction implements an interface that

hides/encapsulates the particular defect realizations for a nanofabric instance

– that is, all operational (i.e., successfully configured) systems are structurally

‘identical’ at the component level. Note however that there still is uncertainty

associated with the actual performance of such components. Namely, there

will be delay variability across different component instances, and components

are still susceptible to transient/soft faults, and may thus malfunction. Still,

the component abstraction provides a basic foundation towards controlling the

complexity associated with handling the remaining sources of uncertainty, see

discussions in Chapter 6.

Components and their constituent elements decompose the three main

problems that need to be handled – namely, the design of a suitable config-
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urable nanofabric architecture for a target nanosystem, the mapping of defects,

and the configuration of actual nanofabric instances – into smaller subproblems

which can be handled quasi-independently. Together these make our approach

inherently scalable. Moreover, because each subproblem is small and relatively

simple, solutions can be explicitly ‘enumerated’, making simple table-lookup

algorithms feasible – critical towards avoiding off-line processing. Furthermore

the internal computation capacity of each chip can be effectively used to assist

in its own defect mapping and configuration, see Chapter 4.

Several tradeoffs must be explored during the design of a component.

Namely, if the probability of successfully configuring a component is not suffi-

ciently high, one may pursue several exploratory strategies, such as increasing

the number of mapping units required per component, increasing the num-

ber of regions per mapping unit, or reducing basic flow size, to increase the

configuration capacity. However, all of these strategies will degrade the com-

ponent performance due to increased interconnect delays. A good design will

ensure the required probability of successful configuration (or target yield)

with a minimal delay. This will largely depend on inter-flow connectivity

and the expected defect density of the target technology. We return to this

important topic in Section 3.4. Naturally, if the delay of a component be-

comes prohibitively large, resulting in poor system throughput, the function

can be pipelined by appropriately instantiating storage/switching components

between the pipeline stages/phases. Finally, if high performance is a must,

one may lower the budgeted probability of successful configuration of compo-

nents and, as a result, reduce the yield, but increase the performance. These

considerations exhibit the effectiveness of our approach in exposing trade-offs

between reliability, performance, and cost.
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3.3 Granularity and Implementation of PEs

Our target implementation platform in many respects is similar to the nanofab-

ric architecture proposed by Goldstein and Budiu [33] (see Fig.2.8), yet has a

key difference – our primitive elements are ‘coarse-grained’ memory-based pro-

cessing elements (PEs) and switching elements (SEs), instead of ‘fine-grained’

logic-based nanoblocks and switchblocks as in [33]. From this viewpoint, our

PEs bear some resemblance to the cells in Cell Matrix [29].

As discussed in Chapter 2, the approaches based on fine-grained re-

configuration such as [33, 21] face substantial scalability challenges. Indeed,

the scalability and practicality of any reconfiguration-based defect-avoidance

approach is strongly predicated on the type and granularity of the primitive

programmable elements adopted for the target nanofabric, as well as on the

fabric’s overall organization. This motivates us to use ‘coarse-grained’ PEs (see

details in Section 3.2) as the primitive reconfigurable elements. As a result,

the processing power of the PEs can be efficiently used to test their neigh-

bors and connectivity, enabling the defect mapping and configuration tasks to

be performed within the nanofabric itself. Our proposed defect mapping and

configuration method will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

A solution that we find very appealing would be to implement each

arithmetic and logic operation supported by a PE (e.g., addition, subtraction,

etc.) directly on one or more dedicated LUTs. The underlying idea is to

favor simplicity and regularity in the realization and testing of PEs, rather

than trying to use ‘smaller’ (more traditional) gate-level implementations of

a PE’s functional units, since those would be more complex to successfully

place and route, as well as test – recall that our ultimate goal is to minimize
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the need for off-line processing specific to individual chips, since this may be

an impediment to low-cost and fast mass-production. Although the LUTs

implementing such operations will be relatively large when compared to those

of traditional FPGAs, they can be realized in a very compact and regular

way, exploiting the favorable characteristics of the array-based nanomemory

architectures (see Fig.2.4). Obviously, if excessive size becomes an issue, the

lookup tables themselves may be built out of banks of several such crossbar

structures, see e.g., [80, 22], each storing results for a specific range of operands.

Or one may reduce the overall memory size by building a ‘cascaded’ LUT

implementation of the operation.

Naturally, the set of lookup tables comprising each PE needs to be

programmed with the various supported operations, using again a process

as general (i.e., non-chip specific) as possible. A possible direction towards

achieving the latter would be to use a set of auxiliary memories placed at

the periphery of the nanochip, to drive the programming of the PEs’ lookup

tables. Specifically, a stochastic scheme based on the principles (e.g. ‘k-hot’

coding) described in [23, 22] could be used to derive a deterministic mapping

between the actual auxiliary memory addresses and the corresponding logic

LUT entries (for a particular operation). That mapping could then be used

to appropriately program the auxiliary memory. Ideally, the values stored on

these auxiliary memories could then be used to directly program the actual

PEs’ LUTs, without the need to leave the nanoscale boundary.

Note finally that some level of internal redundancy may be needed in

order to enable such ‘coarse’ PEs to be treated as primitive elements in our

methodology, that is, to ensure a likelihood of failure within acceptable limits

(say, no more that 20%, as suggested in [9]). Such local redundancy may
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be incorporated into the PEs, for example, by duplicating LUTs (or table

partitions), and making each individual copy selectable via a ‘higher order’

bit. Specifically, during the testing of a PE (as discussed in Chapter 4), for

each logic table entry, one would first test the value stored in one array (say,

array ‘0’) and then the value stored in the other (array ‘1’), and then store a

bit indicating the specific copy to be considered for that particular entry. This

scheme can be trivially extended to incorporate more redundancy, if need be.

3.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

3.4.1 Empirical Validation Methodology

We evaluated the proposed design approach by considering a number of pos-

sible component designs for the benchmark kernels shown in Table 3.1. These

kernels are quite diverse in terms of total number of operations (#Ops), num-

ber of operations on the critical path (CP), and hence available instruction

level parallelism (i.e., total number of operations divided by number of opera-

tions on the critical path), and cover granularity, i.e. the number of operations

in the largest constituent basic flow of the cover.

We assessed the merits of each component design when defects were

present via Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Different regimes were parame-

terized by probabilities of failure for processing elements (PEs) operating as

generic processors, PEs operating as arbiters, and switches/connections, Pe,

Pa and Pc respectively 2. Specifically, for a given defect regime, (Pe, Pa, Pc),

we executed a large number of MC runs. During each MC run, we first gen-

2Configuring PEs to function as arbiters is to support the TMR-based group testing
method for defect mapping. See Section 4.2 for more details.
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of benchmark kernels.

#Ops Granularity
Kernels #Ops in CP #Covers of covers Figure
Auto-Regression filter (AR) 28 8 2 6/7 A.1
Avenhous Filter (AF1) 18 7 2 6/6 A.2
Avenhous Filter modified (AF2) 19 7 2 6/7 A.3
Discrete-Cosine-Transform (DCT) 16 9 2 4/6 A.4
Finite-Impulse-Response filter (FIR) 16 9 2 4/6 A.4
Finite-Impulse-Response unrolled (FIRu) 32 11 2 4/6 A.5
Fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) 10 3 1 5 A.6

erated random defects uniformly distributed on the nanofabric regions, then

used the testing method presented in Section 4.2 to obtain the defect map of

each region, and finally used the configuration algorithm described in Section

4.4 to decide the final configuration for each basic flow in their appropriated

MUs. In this way, we estimated the probability that basic flows would be fea-

sible on a region, the probability of false negatives, and average delays, with

adequate confidence intervals. The probability that a component design fails

to be configured was computed based on the above estimates and the design

particulars.

We modeled delays associated with a given component instance as fol-

lows. Each operation takes 2 cycles to complete on a PE and have its results

routed to an adjacent PE, i.e., to a consumer operation of the same flow. Thus,

the delay (in number of cycles) of any basic flow on a region will be the number

of operations on its critical path times two. When a signal leaves a region,

it takes 1 cycle to traverse a side of a region and go through a switch box to

an adjacent region. Similarly, a signal produced in one MU and consumed by

another MU takes 1 cycle to traverse the length of a region through a long-
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line. Operations mapped to the same MU can start executing as soon as their

operands become available. However, in order to simplify control within com-

ponents, we imposed an additional scheduling constraint for flows belonging

to different MUs. Specifically, an MU can begin execution only after all of its

‘producer’ MUs (i.e., MUs that generate inputs to it) have completed execu-

tion. Finally, note that the relative delays for computation versus transport

is what truly matters here. Although we only present one scenario in this

dissertation, one can roughly infer the impact of changing the relative values.

We let Pf denote the probability that a component fails to be config-

ured. In order to fairly compare the relative performance, i.e., delay, of al-

ternative component designs, we only compare designs that achieve the same

Pf . Let CP denote the critical path length of a kernel. Then, under our delay

model, CPdelay = 2 × CP is a lower bound on the delay for any component

realizing that kernel. We let RP denote the relative performance of a compo-

nent, defined as CPdelay over the actual delay achieved by the component. A

lower RP implies a higher delay overhead due to data transfers across regions

and MUs. Since the delay of a component design will vary depending on the

realization of defects, in the sequel we let RPavg and RPwc denote ratios of

CPdelay over the average and worst case delay, over a sample of instances that

were simulated. To compare the performance of alternative component designs

over a range of Pf ’s, we define the normalized relative performance NPR(Pf )

of a design as its performance, say RPavg, divided by the performance of the

best design considered, irrespective of Pf . Thus, a graph of NPR(Pf ) exhibits

the relative performance penalty of various design alternatives, as one varies

Pf .
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3.4.2 Contrast to TMR-based Design Methodology

We first contrasted the effectiveness of our approach versus a design methodol-

ogy based on triple-modular-redundancy (TMR), see Chapter 2. By a TMR-

based design, we mean designs based on a priori allocation of redundant re-

sources and arbiters, so that a target Pf is met. This approach requires a

single synthesis step and no defect mapping or configuration.
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Figure 3.4: Flow cover for the FFT kernel.

Below we discuss results for the FFT kernel, see Table 1. Two de-

fect regimes (technologies) were considered (Pe, Pc) = (10, 1)% and (Pe, Pc) =

(1, 0.1)%, see Fig.3.5. For each target Pf , we generated two TMR-based de-

signs: one assuming perfect arbiters, i.e., Pa = 0 (unrealistic for nanotechnolo-

gies); and the other assuming Pa = Pe/1000. We assumed optimistically that

data transfer delays across regions and MUs for TMR-based designs would be

zero. For component designs based on our approach, we assumed pessimisti-

cally that Pa = Pe/2. The FFT kernel can be covered by two basic flows of

type ft5 (see Fig.3.4), and thus we considered only component designs that

assign both flows to a single MU. As Pf decreases, our component designs in-

clude an increasing number of regions within the MU, so as to meet the target

Pf .

Fig.3.5 exhibits NPR(Pf ) using RPwc for our approach and RP for
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Figure 3.5: Normalized relative performance for proposed designs (PD) and
TMR-based based designs for the FFT kernel.

TMR-based component designs – note that there is no delay variability in the

latter. Recall that NPR(Pf ) is normalized to the relative performance for the

best performing design over all Pf considered. As expected, TMR-based de-

signs with non-ideal arbiters eventually reach an arbitration bottleneck beyond

which they can no longer reduce Pf . Also note that (unrealistic) TMR-based

designs with perfect arbiters can achieve Pf targets, yet exhibit a much longer

delay than the worst case for our proposed component designs. This is due to

the large amount of a priori redundancy required to achieve a small target Pf .

Thus, from the perspective of creating defect tolerant designs, TMR is inap-

propriate, i.e., delivers low yield and performance. Yet, a TMR-based design

may at the same time be robust to soft/transient faults, and hence offers an

option to be incorporated into our design paradigm at various hierarchies to

handle transient faults.
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3.4.3 Exposing Performance versus Yield Trade-offs

In this section we provide experimental evidence to support the claim that our

design approach and hierarchy expose a new class of trade-offs that will be

critical for designing computing systems on defect prone nanotechnologies.

Basic Illustrative Examples

We illustrate these trade-offs by analyzing results for component designs for

the DCT and AR kernels, see Table 1. For each kernel, two different flow

covers are considered: those for the AR kernel are shown in Fig.3.6, and those

for the DCT kernel are shown in Fig.3.7. For both kernels, Cover 2 uses

larger basic flows than Cover 1. For each cover, three different assignments

were considered: (1) assign all basic flows to one MU; (2) assign half of the

basic flows to one MU and the rest to another MU; and (3) assign each basic

flow to its own MU. Thus, for each kernel, we considered 6 different basic

component designs, i.e. 2 covers with 3 assignments each. The following

naming convention is used in the sequel: KERNELx.y denotes a design for a

KERNEL where cover x and assignment y were used. For instance, DCT1.2

represents a component design where F1, F2 are assigned to MU1 and F3, F4

are assigned to MU2. Finally for each design, we varied the number of regions

on each MU, so as to meet the target Pf .

Fig.3.8 and 3.9 exhibit NRP (Pf ) for the six AR and DCT component

designs under two defect scenarios: Case 1 where (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%;

and, Case 2 where (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (1, 0.5, 0.1)%. Here, NRP (Pf ) for given

component design meeting a target Pf corresponds to the ratio of the average

delay for the best design (over all Pf ) to that of the component design under
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Figure 3.6: Covers 1 and 2 for the AR kernel.
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Figure 3.7: Covers 1 and 2 for the DCT kernel.

consideration. Consider Case 1 which has a higher density of defects. Note

that the designs using covers with larger flows and a single MU (i.e., AR2.1

and DCT2.1) deliver the best performance but are also the most constrained

in terms of yield they can achieve. Indeed, the use of coarser flows reduces

the number of inter-flow edges, thus reducing delay overheads associated with

communication across regions. Furthermore the use of a single MU eliminates

overheads associated with data transfers across MUs. However, coarser flows

are harder to successfully configure on a defective region, and the use of a

single MU limits drastically the redundancy one can add to compensate for the
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problem (recall that an MU can contain at most 9 regions). The designs with

the next best performance are those using a single MU, but covers with smaller

flows, i.e., AR1.1 and DCT1.1. This suggests that the number of mapping

units in a design has a substantial impact on average delay. However, in order

to achieve lower Pf , one must consider component designs with more mapping

units, and pay the performance penalty. The next best designs are those

with two mapping units and coarser covers. Finally, as might be expected,

component designs that can achieve the lowest Pf in both cases are the ones

that use covers with finer-grained flows and allocate one MU per flow. The

results for Case 2, where the defects densities are 10 times lower, exhibit the

same basic trends, except that lower delay overheads are seen for the same

Pf values, since less region redundancy is required. Furthermore the best

achievable Pf for all designs decreases/improves substantially.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized relative performance (NRP) for various component
designs for the AR kernel.

A fundamental trade-off between the probability of successful configura-

tion (i.e., yield) and delay emerges from these experiments. A summary anal-
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Figure 3.9: Normalized relative performance (NRP) for various component
designs for the DCT kernel.

ysis suggests that, if the probability of unsuccessfully configuring a component

(Pf ) is not sufficiently low, one should consider three options: (1) instantiat-

ing more regions in the mapping units; (2) using a cover with smaller flows;

and (3) instantiating more mapping units and assigning fewer flows to each

mapping unit. Our experiments indicate that, as we progress from Option 1

to 3, the achievable Pf decreases sharply, while the average delay increases.

Alternatively, one might choose a higher Pf and thus decrease yield in order

to improve the average delay of the resulting component instances. These con-

siderations exhibit the effectiveness of our approach in exposing yield, delay,

and cost trade-offs.

Finally, we note that a probabilistic design methodology based on re-

configuration to circumvent defects will need to contend with performance

variability. This is so because data transfer delays between producer and con-

sumer operations associated with different basic flows may vary depending on

the distance between their associated PEs. Given a large batch of operational
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(i.e., successfully configured) components implementing the same functional-

ity, there will be an average and a worst case or best case delay for components.

For example, Fig.3.10 shows the relative performance RP, i.e., our lower bound

CPdelay divided by the average, best and worst case delays of the best AR

component design (in terms of average delay) for each Pf . Fig.3.11 shows the

similar results for the DCT kernel. The best and worst case relative perfor-

mance are within 10–15% of the average, increase somewhat with the density

of defects, and their characteristic varies with the target Pf . Component de-

signs for reconfigurable defective fabrics will need to address this performance

variability, and our framework allows consideration of these aspects – we will

return to this important point in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.10: Best, worst and average relative performance (RP) of optimal
design for the AR kernel.
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Figure 3.11: Best, worst and average relative performance (RP) of optimal
design for the DCT kernel.

Trend Analysis

In this section we provide further empirical results towards identifying the

key design issues that need to be considered during design space exploration

for each component. To that end, we consider the first six kernels in Table

3.1. As before, two covers were devised for each kernel – Table 3.1 indicates

the size of the largest flow in each cover. We consider the same three basic

alternative component designs discussed in Section 3.4.3, so again six basic

component designs per kernel. In order to allow comparisons across component

designs associated with different kernels, we normalize the resulting delays

by the length of the corresponding critical path, thus obtaining an effective

delay per operation on the critical path. The normalized relative performance

per operation NRP o of a design is the average delay divided by its CPdelay

normalized to the best such ratio obtained over all designs and Pf considered.

Further we note that a kernel with more operations is likely to see higher
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delay overheads to meet the same overall Pf . Thus, we define a normalized

probability of operation failure P o
f achieved by a component design associated

with a kernel with N operations as follows:

P o
f = 1 − (1 − Pf )

(1/N) (3.1)

Note that 1 − P o
f can be interpreted as geometric average of the probability

of success in realizing each operation (where they are assumed independent)

achieved by a component design meeting a target Pf .
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Figure 3.12: Impact of cover granularity.

Let us consider the impact of cover granularity, defined as the size of

the largest constituent basic flow, on the average delay and Pf . To do so, we

restrict our attention to kernels for which two covers with distinct maximum

size flows have been defined, see Table 3.1. For each kernel, cover and Pf ,

we determined which among the three design alternatives (see Section 3.4.3)

minimizes the average delay, i.e., has maximum NRP o. Thus, the reported

performance for each Pf corresponds to the best component design for the
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particular cover. Fig. 3.12 exhibits normalized performance NRP o versus the

normalized probability of failure P o
f for the kernels considered. The kernel and

cover granularity are indicated in the labels. As expected, the covers with the

smaller flows deliver worse delay performance NRP o but higher normalized

probability of failure P o
f . The three major drops in performance for each cover

correspond to increases in the number of MUs and corresponding changes in

basic flow assignments, to ensure the target Pf , while smaller drops corre-

spond to increases in regions per MU. To summarize, this experiment shows

that, when several alternative component designs (using different granularity

covers) achieve the same Pf , the best (i.e., minimum average delay) designs

will be those relying on the coarser covers. Yet, not all covers with the same

granularity are equally good. The following set of experiments introduces yet

another key parameter to be considered during design space exploration.
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Figure 3.13: Impact of exposed instruction level parallelism.

As mentioned earlier, to simplify control within components, we as-

sume that MUs start execution only after all of their ’producer’ MUs have
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completed. Thus, for some component designs, parallelism may be lost, in the

sense that operations that could execute concurrently are serialized. Accord-

ingly, in general, the larger the number of MUs in a design, the higher the

potential for lowering the instruction level parallelism (ILP) in a kernel. Note

that the AR kernel is not included in this experiment since, for the two consid-

ered covers, none of three MU allocation/assignment alternatives would reduce

ILP. Fig.3.13 exhibits results obtained for a number of alternative component

designs, where the reported performance for kernel Pf corresponds to the best

component design with the particular exposed ILP.3 As seen in the figure, the

normalized performance of the designs clusters into three groups based on the

exposed ILP: 100%, 90–85%, and 75–73%. For each cluster, NRP o is impacted

by other factors, including the size of the kernel, number of interflow edges,

etc., yet the amount of exposed ILP is clearly a key factor. These results

suggest that design methods will need to select covers and MU assignments

preserving ILP. Note that the component designs with more MUs are most

likely to decrease ILP, yet they are also most capable of delivering very low

Pf , or normalized P o
f , e.g., DCT/FIR with 75% exposed ILP and FIRu with

73% exposed ILP (designs assigning each basic flow to its own MU). So, once

again, the recurring yield-performance trade-off emerges.

3We are only interested in the designs resulting in either the best delay or the best yield
to illustrate the trade-off. Since the two designs with exposed ILP of 70% for the AF1 kernel
always result in worse delays and not lower Pf than the designs with exposed ILP of 88%,
their inferior results are not included in Fig.3.13.
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3.5 Summary

We conclude by noting that our approach shares some commonalities with pre-

vious work in high level synthesis, see e.g.,[31]. However, the performance ver-

sus yield trade-offs exposed in our framework add a new design/optimization

dimension that will be critical for unreliable nanotechnologies. Scalability is-

sues associated with configuring ultra large/dense nanofabrics to circumvent

defects pose yet another ‘uncharted’ challenge.

Our proposed reconfiguration-based design paradigm enables scalability

across a nanosystem’s synthesis, defect mapping, and configuration phases,

by an innovative hierarchy of design abstractions. In addition, it provides a

‘defect-free’ component-based interface to the following design steps/phases so

that fault-tolerance techniques can be effectively integrated. Finally, it exposes

a probabilistic framework of critical trade-offs among performance, yield, and

complexity and makes systematic design space exploration possible.
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Chapter 4

Scalable Defect Mapping and

Configuration of Nanofabrics

In our proposed design paradigm, defect mapping and configuration prob-

lems are decomposed into small subproblems – at region level – which can be

handled in parallel. In this chapter we propose a novel group testing method-

ology to enable self-testing in one such nanofabric region. We also present

concrete potential designs of the required supporting circuitry, relying on pro-

grammable nanostructures described in the current literature. Moreover, we

propose a simple algorithm for selecting a valid configuration for individual

nanochips once their corresponding defect maps are obtained. Critical trade-

offs between testing performance and complexity associated with the proposed

method are also discussed.

At this early stage of the emerging nanotechnologies, we limit ourselves

to an abstract notion of defects, similar to that was adopted in [54]. Specifi-

cally, we assume that a defect is permanent and causes the defective resources
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to malfunction without affecting other surrounding resources [54]. Also, a

defect always manifests itself as a permanent fault such as a stuck-open or

stuck-at fault. We do not consider defects that do not affect component func-

tionality but only parameters such as delay and power consumption. Finally,

we do not consider latent defects that may cause faults during the operation

lifetime of the fabric, although our reconfiguration-based approach might be

able to tolerate defects occurring in field as well.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we review the idea

of group testing and relate our region-based defect mapping problem to it.

In Section 4.2 we propose a new TMR-based group testing methodology for

defect mapping on our target nanofabric. Possible designs of required sup-

porting circuitry are presented and analyzed in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4

we propose a simple heuristic algorithm for final configuration, utilizing the

defect maps obtained. Experimental results showing the effectiveness of the

proposed method are given in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the

chapter.

4.1 Group Testing

Suppose we have n items, d of which are defective, and we are interested in

finding the best way to identify the d defective items. As the name suggests,

in group testing [28] one picks subsets of the n items and determines whether

there is a defective item in each such subset or group, and then collectively

determine the defects in all n items based on the testing results of all groups.

Depending on the available a priori information, group testing ap-

proaches can be divided into two major categories: combinational group test-
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ing (CGT) and probabilistic group testing (PGT). In CGT, the number of

defects d is assumed to be known, or at least its upper bound is known. By

contrast in PGT, only a probability distribution of defects in items is known.

Considering how test groups are selected, there are two types of group testing

algorithms: adaptive and nonadaptive. In adaptive group testing, new test

groups can be dynamically selected based on the information obtained from

previous tests; while for nonadaptive group testing, all test groups have to be

decided prior to testing. Our defect mapping at the region level falls in the

category of non-adaptive, probabilistic group testing, in that we need to use

the same fixed test groups for all regions in a nanofabrics so that they can

be tested in parallel, and only a probability distribution of defects in a region

is assumed to be known. Moreover, unlike the normal assumptions in PGT

– that all items have the same probability to be defective – in our case we

assume that PEs and SEs have different defect probabilities.

In conventional group testing methods, it is assumed that a test group

gives a ‘positive’ if and only if all the items in the group are not defective [28].

In TERAMAC [19], such conventional group testing method is used to identify

defects in a set of resources (LUTs, switches, wires). Those methods work only

when the defect density is not high, i.e., when most of the test groups contain

at most one defect.

4.2 TMR-Based Group Testing Methodology

In this section we propose a novel group testing methodology aimed at ef-

fectively handling the defect mapping problem in a nanofabric region despite

high defect densities projected for nanotechnologies [39].
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4.2.1 Group Testing with TMR Test Tiles

A triple-module-redundant (TMR) test tile (or test group) is formed by con-

figuring four PEs, where one plays the role of a majority-rule-based arbiter for

the outputs of the other three – the latter are referred to as the tile’s peer PEs.

These small tiles can be configured systematically, and can usually locate de-

fective PEs and/or connections1 in the region. Specifically, a TMR testing tile

passes if the arbiter and at least two peer PEs/connections are operational,

assuming that faulty PE/connections will generate distinct results different

from correct ones, and a faulty arbiter PE is very unlikely to generate a false

positive, i.e., generate a ‘correct’ diagnosis message. The latter can be induced

by requiring the arbiter to generate a long signature bit-stream together with

the arbitration result. In addition, when a test tile passes, it can locate the

failing PE/connection, if there is any (see details in Section 4.3). On the other

hand, when the test tile fails, either its arbiter PE is faulty, or at least 2 peer

PEs/connections are defective. Fig.4.1 shows four such tiles with the arbiters

labeled ‘A.’ The results produced by the four tiles shown in the figure can, for

example, detect if flow ft2 (see Fig.3.1), can be configured in a region, even

if, say, the two PEs labeled ‘F’ in Fig.4.1(a) are faulty, see Fig.4.1(b).

Since simplicity is of paramount importance to enable self-testing of

large nanofabrics, we propose a simple conservative algorithm to obtain the

defect map of a region when applying a set of TMR test tiles to it – see Fig.4.2

below. Specifically, we start by assuming that all PEs and connections in a

region are defective. Then, for each tile in the testing suite, if the tile passes

we update the set of PEs and connections that are identified to be good,

1A connection represents the set of all possible direct paths between two diagonally or
vertically or horizontally adjacent PEs through a switching element.
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Figure 4.1: Example showing (a) four TMR test tiles configured on a region,
and (b) two feasible configurations for basic flow ft2 on the region.

otherwise we do nothing. Clearly, this algorithm is conservative, in that bad

PEs or connections are very unlikely to be marked as good (see our assumptions

above), yet good PEs/connections may be marked as bad, i.e., false negatives

can be generated. Note, however, that the probability of such false negatives

can be made very small in our approach. Specifically, since each PE is included

and tested in different tiles (see Section 4.2.3), the redundancy in the testing

process makes it quite effective in identifying defects. Note, finally, that this

simple algorithm is amenable to a lookup table (LUT) implementation, thus

providing a good foundation towards minimizing offline processing.

Since our goal is to configure a basic flow on a region after obtaining

its defect map, the performance measure for our defect testing method is flow

coverage, which is defined as one minus the probability of false negatives,

when configuring a basic flow. It has a direct impact on flow yield, which is a

primary figure of merit for a design, defined as the probability of successfully

configuring a flow on a target region. Flow yield is given by the probability of

successfully configuring a flow on a region with a perfect defect map minus the

probability of a false negative. It thus depends upon the flow characteristics,

such as size and connectivity, as well as on the flow coverage of the test method.
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Algorithm defectMap (ALL-PES, ALL-CONNS, TILES) {
(goodPEs, goodCONNs) = (∅, ∅); //initialization
for each tile ∈ TILES {

//test a tile, return PASS/FAIL and identified failing PE/connection
(s, failID) = testTile(tile);
if ( s == PASS) { //new info is present only when a tile passes

for each pe ∈ tile {
if (pe != failID) and (pe != arbiter) {

setAdd(goodPEs, pe); //record good PEs and connections
setAdd(goodCONNs, connection(pe, arbiter));

} } } }
//get the defect map after testing all tiles
badPEs = setDiff(ALL-PES, goodPEs);
badCONNs = setDiff(ALL-CONNS, goodCONNs);
return (badPEs, badCONNs); }

Figure 4.2: Defect mapping algorithms using a set of TMR test tiles.

4.2.2 Considerations on Region Size

As alluded to before, it is critical to contain the complexity of the defect map-

ping and chip configuration tasks, so that both can be addressed/performed

using the processing power and storage capacity of the actual nanochip. The

4×4 grid, shown in Fig.3.1, realizes a specific trade-off between configuration

capacity, i.e., the amount of raw redundant capacity provided at the region

level, and complexity, i.e., the number of TMR test tiles and the number of

alternate configurations required to achieve a good flow yield. For example,

adopting a larger region size, say, an 8×8 grid, would increase the amount of

configuration capacity at the region level, and thus increase flow yield. How-

ever, it would also lead to a tremendous increase on the number of TMR test

tiles one can configure on a region – from 58 for a 4×4 region, to 866 for a

8×8 region, as well as an exponential growth on the number of alternative
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configurations for each basic flow – this is shown in Fig.4.3. Thus an increase

in the region size would lead to excessive memory requirements to support

the self-testing and self-configuration phases. As we point out in Chapter 3,

the configuration capacity (and thus yield) can alternatively be increased by

adding more regions to a mapping unit, and/or using smaller basic flows, etc.

Thus, keeping the size of the fabric’s regions relatively small is a good strategy

to control complexity and ensure practicality for our approach. Therefore, in

this dissertation we consider the 4×4 grid region shown in Fig.3.1.
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1.0E+06
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Figure 4.3: Number of possible configurations for representative basic flows.

4.2.3 TMR Test Tile Selection

As mentioned in the previous section, a total of 58 TMR test tiles can be

configured on a 4×4 grid region. Yet, by using a smaller number of tiles

may still achieve good flow coverage, while reducing testing time and required

configuration memory. In this section, we address the TMR test tile selection

problem, i.e., the selection of a set of tiles that realizes a good trade-off between

flow coverage and complexity in terms of testing time and size of configuration

memory. Clearly, the more tiles are used, the better the defect map one

obtains, i.e., the better the flow coverage, but the higher the complexity.

We used extensive Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the flow cov-

erage for each basic flow achieved by alternative suites of TMR test tiles,
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assuming a wide range of defect scenarios representing potential defect distri-

butions for future nanotechnologies. Specifically, we assume probabilities of

failure for PEs operating as generic processors, denoted Pe, in the range of

1–20%, probabilities of failure for PEs operating as arbiters, denoted Pa, in

the range of 0.5-10% 2, and probabilities of failure for connections, denoted

Pc, in the range of 0.1–2% 3.

Fig.4.4 shows the results obtained using different sets of 12 TMR test

tiles, for defect regimes (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)% and (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (20, 10, 2)%.

Standard suite denotes the 12 TMR test tiles shown in Fig.4.5. Suite1 – Suite3

denote three alternative, randomly selected suites of 12 TMR test tiles, all of

which evenly spread over the PEs and connections in the region, i.e., each PE

and connection in the region is covered by ‘roughly’ the same number of tiles

in the suite. The simulation results in Fig.4.4 suggest that any suite of 12

TMR test tiles which is evenly spread out among all PEs and connections pro-

vides a fairly good flow coverage. These results also show that no single suite

of TMR test tiles can provide maximal coverage for all basic flows. Similar

results were obtained for other defect regimes. Thus, in terms of flow coverage,

any suite of 12 TMR test tiles with even spread is a good candidate, yet the

so called standard suite (see Fig.4.5) enables one to minimize overall testing

cost in time, since its tiles can be configured as pairs and tested in parallel.

A final interesting empirical observation is that using more than 12

TMR test tiles brings negligible improvement in flow coverage, while using

fewer than 12 tiles results in a significant degradation in flow coverage. This is

2See Section 4.3 for a discussion on the relative complexity of general computation vs.
arbitration.

3One would expect Pc << Pe, since our LUT-based PEs are substantially more complex
than a switching element/connection.
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Figure 4.4: Flow coverage for basic flows using various suites of 12 TMR test
tiles when (a) (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)% and (b) (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (20, 10, 2)%.

illustrated in Fig.4.6, where the average flow coverage (computed over all basic

flows) obtained using testing suites including 6–14 TMR test tiles is shown.

The two extra tiles in the suite of 14 tiles use the 2 internal PEs as arbiters

and cover 6 PEs except the 2 corner PEs. The suites with fewer than 12 tiles

are obtained by removing tiles from the standard suite according to the tile

numbering order shown in Fig.4.5.

In summary, we have empirically determined that our standard suite

of 12 TMR test tiles achieves a good trade-off between flow coverage and

complexity, and we have thus adopted it in our defect mapping methodology.

4.3 Supporting TMR-Based Group Testing

In this section we discuss our proposed TMR-based group testing methodol-

ogy in more detail, presenting its required support circuitry, and showing that
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such support is commensurate with the small complexity of the processing

elements (PEs) – a critical point in terms of demonstrating the effectiveness

of our approach. Recall that the standard 8-bit arithmetic/logic operations

are implemented in our PEs as nanomemory-based lookup tables (LUTs), with

some simple control logic, and possibly redundancy to meet the target reliabil-

ity at this granularity. For simplicity, the numbers presented below estimate

the memory size required by each such operation in terms of the required
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number of logic LUT entries, assuming no local redundancy. So, we provide a

minimum baseline ‘cost’, but this can then be adjusted to capture the degree

of local redundancy required.

To keep the implementation simple, the testing procedure for each TMR

testing tile is divided into two steps. The first step tests the connectivity

required by the tile (from peer PEs to the TMR tile’s arbiter PE, etc.), and

the basic control logic for the peer PEs (e.g., operation selection, etc.) During

this step, the tile’s peer PEs are all configured to perform a common operation,

and their results are compared by the arbiter PE for a few inputs. The second

step exhaustively tests the correctness of all of the peer PE’s operations, i.e.,

checks if all their LUT entries are defect-free. During the second step, we scan

through all entries of the LUTs (implementing the various arithmetic/logic

operations supported by the tile’s peer PEs), again using the tile’s arbiter to

determine the correctness of each result. This second step may be also used

to correct errors in the LUTs - see Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Step 1 – Testing Control/Connectivity

As mentioned above, to test the basic control and connectivity of the PEs in a

TMR tile, the three peer PEs are configured to perform a common operation,

say, 8-bit addition, and the arbiter PE is configured to function as a majority-

rule based word voter. A short input stream (stored locally to each PE) is

then injected into the inputs of the three peer PEs, and their corresponding

outputs are sent to the arbiter PE – using its voting/diagnosis circuitry, the

latter can signal a ‘pass’ for this phase of the test or a ‘failure’. Since a ‘pass’

may happen with 0 or 1 faulty PE/connection, the arbiter identifies also the
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defective PE/connection, when one exists.

Since all PEs in a region will perform the arbitration function in some

TMR test tile, our methodology requires incorporating support circuitry in

all PEs to perform a majority-rule based 8-bit word voting function. In [55]

a word voter design using logic gates is proposed, yet the failing input is

not identified by the voter, making it unsuitable to support in our context.

We have thus developed an 8-bit word voter using LUTs which is capable of

identifying faulty PEs/connections as needed – see Fig.4.7. Our design has two

stages – a vote stage and a diagnosis stage. The first stage is comprised of eight

parallel 1-bit majority voters, each accepting inputs from the three peer PEs

in the TMR tile – namely, bij represents the ith bit of data from the jth PE.

The output of each 1-bit voter encodes the failing PE for the corresponding

bit (if any), as shown in Fig.4.7. The outputs from all eight 1-bit voters are

then concatenated/merged to form a 16-bit input to a diagnostic unit. The

diagnostic unit checks if different PEs fail for different bits. If yes, it signals

the test to fail; otherwise, it signals the test to pass. In addition it returns

the ID/code of the failing PE (if one exists). Finally, as shown in Fig.4.7, our

word voter has an additional output, the actual majority output word – this

additional output is required only if one wishes to implement self-repair, see

Section 4.3.2.

The complexity of the word voter is as follows. Each 1-bit majority

voter is implemented as an LUT with eight entries (note that we use three

input bits, bi1, bi2 and bi3, as look-up address for the table associated with ith

1-bit voter), and each such entry stores three bits: two bits encode the failing

PE for ith bit, and one bit gives the majority output. The diagnostic unit is

implemented as one LUT with 216 entries, where each entry stores three bits,
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Figure 4.7: 2-stage LUT-based 8-bit word voter.

one to encode pass/fail information and two to encode the failing PE. The

total number of bits in the word voter is thus 3 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 + 3 ∗ 216. Note that

this is about 1/3 of the complexity of the LUT for an 8-bit addition (which

requires 9∗216 bits), which is one of the arithmetic/logic operations supported

on a PE.

Although this overhead is relatively small, one may further reduce the

total number of bits in the LUTs required by the word voter, by cascading

diagnostic units, see Fig.4.8. In this design, the voting is still preformed in one

stage (exactly as before, see Fig.4.7), yet the diagnostics are now implemented

in three stages. The first diagnosis stage contains four 2-bit diagnostic units,

each implemented as a 16-entry LUT (with three bits stored in each entry, as

before). The second stage uses two 4-bit diagnostic units, each implemented

as a 64-entry LUT with 3-bit entries (encoded as before), and the third stage
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uses a single 8-bit diagnostic unit, implemented as a 64-entry LUT, with again,

3 bits per entry. Thus, the total number of bits in the LUTs of this cascaded

voter design is only 3 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 + 3 ∗ 4 ∗ 16 + 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 64 + 3 ∗ 64 = 960, i.e.,

it requires only 0.5% of the bits used by our previous (non-cascaded) design.

When compared with the previous design, the cascaded 4-stage arbiter requires

much less storage, yet uses more complex interconnects. Note that a similar

cascading method can be used to implement a PEs’ standard arithmetic/logic

operations such that, again, less storage is required at the expense of more

complex interconnects. Selecting the best implementation will depend on the

defect characteristics of a specific nanotechnology.
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Figure 4.8: 4-stage LUT-based word voter.

4.3.2 Step 2 – Testing Functional LUTs

As mentioned above, during the second test step, we scan the entries of all

functional LUTs in the TMR tile’s three peer PEs, and use the word voter of
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the arbiter PE to identify defective PEs (i.e., PEs with incorrect LUT entries).

Fig.4.9 shows the testing circuitry used to scan all LUT entries. The 16-bit

incrementer used by each peer PE is responsible for incrementing the index

to the PE’s LUT entries, and is designed such that it will increment only

after receiving a pass from the voter – observe that, as shown in Fig.4.9, the

“pass/fail” signal generated by the voter is fed back to the enable port of the

incrementer. If for any entry (i.e., operation result), the voter detects an error

(i.e., there is no majority), the scan test will fail.

Our implementation of the 16-bit incrementer uses two cascaded LUTs

(not shown in Fig.4.9), where the first stage LUT implements an 8-bit adder

with one input fixed as one, and the second LUT implements an 8-bit adder

with the carry output from the first LUT being one of the inputs. Accordingly,

its size is 9 ∗ 29 + 8 ∗ 29 = 17 ∗ 29 bits (i.e., 1.5% of a full 8-bit adder).
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Figure 4.9: Exhaustive testing of LUT entries.

In our current implementation, if a PE is the minority for a particular

LUT entry, and another PE is the minority for a different LUT entry, the scan

test will fail. We are thus favoring simplicity in the support circuitry – namely,
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this simple decision process can be implemented using a single register in the

voter, which records the failing PE, and a two bit comparator. However, as

an enhancement to the design, self-repair capabilities may be added. This can

be done by incorporating extra self-repair control logic (possibly implemented

using LUTs as well) in the feedback loop from the voter output to the enable

port of the incrementer. The inputs to the self-repair control logic would

be the “pass/fail” signal from the voter, and the encoding of the failing PE.

Its outputs are the enable signal for the incrementers and the write enable

signal for all the three LUTs. In this more complex implementation, once

the voter detects an incorrect entry in a PE’s LUT (i.e., the other two LUTs

are identical/correct), it can enable writing back the majority output to the

incorrect entry of the LUT. The incrementer will then be halted, by resetting

the enable signal, and the entry would be rescanned after the repair occurs.

If the repair is successful, the incrementer would resume incrementing, thus

selecting the next entry. If the repair fails (indicating a hard fault, e.g., a

‘broken’ crossing switch), the voter stores the ID of the failing PE, as before.

Although adding self-repair features is appealing, the impact on actual yield of

incorporating this more complex circuitry on such simple PEs is not obvious,

and is likely to be highly dependent of the specific defect regimes of the target

technology.

4.4 Configuration Selection Algorithm

As shown in Fig.4.3, the number of alternative configurations for all the basic

flows on a 4×4 region is not high (no more than a few hundreds), suggesting

that they can be efficiently stored in configuration memory. Thus, a simple
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table-look-up algorithm can be used to find a feasible configuration for a target

flow once the region’s defect map is obtained.

Given the defect map of all the regions contained on a mapping unit

(MU), and a target set of basic flows, we propose a simple heuristic algorithm

to decide where to instantiate each basic flow within that MU. The algorithm

considers a kernel’s basic flows assigned to a given MU in their topological order

in the kernel’s dataflow graph (DFG). For each basic flow being considered,

we search the regions within the MU in row first order, and greedily configure

the flow on the first available region containing sufficient defect-free resources.

This simple heuristic tries to minimize inter- and intra-MU delays. If this

is not successful, we then attempt to map basic flows based on their sizes,

with coarser/harder flows first. Naturally, this heuristic may fail to find a

feasible configuration – because none exists, the defect map is incomplete, or

the heuristic did not find it. Still, it has so far proven to be quite effective in

all our experiments.

4.5 Experimental Results and Analysis

4.5.1 Experimental Methodology

We evaluated the proposed defect mapping and configuration approach using

the same set of benchmark kernels used in Chapter 3 (see Table 3.1). The

flow cover adopted for each of the kernels in our experiments is given in Table

4.1 – e.g., the dataflow graph (DFG) of the discrete-cosine-transform (DCT)

kernel is covered by four basic flows of type ft6 (see Fig.3.1). Note that, for

each kernel, there are many possible flow covers, yet for the experiments that
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follow, it suffices to select a ‘good’ cover. Moreover, for each of the kernels

(and associated cover), we generated a component design with maximum po-

tential configuration capacity, i.e., we mapped each basic flow to an individual

mapping unit (MU). For instance, the component design for the DCT kernel

consists of 4 MUs, each implementing a basic flow of type ft6.

Table 4.1: Experimental flow cover of benchmark kernels.

Kernels DFG Cover with basic flows
Auto-Regression filter (AR) ft2, ft4, ft4, ft2, ft4, ft4
Avenhous Filter (AF1) ft3, ft4, ft2, ft10
Avenhous Filter modified (AF2) ft3, ft3, ft2, ft10
Discrete-Cosine-Transform (DCT) ft6, ft6, ft6, ft6
Finite-Impulse-Response filter (FIR) ft6, ft6, ft6, ft6
Finite-Impulse-Response filter unrolled (FIRu) ft6, ft6, ft6, ft6, ft6, ft6, ft6, ft6
Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) ft5, ft5

Similar to the experimental methodology in Section 3.4.1, for each ker-

nel, we first used extensive Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the probability

of successful configuration on a region of each basic flow used on that kernel’s

cover (i.e., flow yield), assuming distinct defect regimes (Pe, Pa, Pc). Recall

that Pe, Pa, Pc denote the probabilities of failure for processing elements (PEs)

operating as generic processors, PEs operating as arbiters, and connections, re-

spectively. Specifically, given a tuple (Pe, Pa, Pc), we generated a large number

of defect realizations on a region, and executed the TMR-based group testing

algorithm to obtain the defect map for each such region instance. We then

used the configuration algorithm described in Section 4.4 to find a feasible con-

figuration for each basic flow in the kernel’s cover on that region. In this way,

the yield for each such basic flow was estimated with an adequate confidence
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level. Finally, we computed the probability that a component design fails to

be configured, i.e., one minus component yield, based on the above estimates.

4.5.2 Experimental Results

Our first experiment aims at determining the maximum achievable yield for

each of the kernels, using our defect mapping technique. Fig.4.10 shows the

probability of failure to configure each of the considered kernels on a cor-

responding component – Pf , when varying the number regions provided per

MU, under defect regime of (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (20, 10, 2)%. As shown in the figure,

all the kernels can be reliably configured on the target nanofabric with a very

small failing probability, even when the defect density of PEs is as high as 20%,

suggesting that our testing method provide sufficient coverage for the target

nanofabric. Note also that the failing probability decreases exponentially with

the number of regions in an MU, i.e., as configuration capacity increases.
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Figure 4.10: Probability of failure to configure the kernels when (Pe, Pa, Pc) =
(20, 10, 2)%.
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Clearly, the granularity/complexity of a PE will directly impact its fail-

ing probability, i.e. Pe, and in turn yield. (Recall that our PEs comprise a set

of LUTs implementing standard 8-bit arithmetic/logic operations.) Fig.4.11

shows the probability of failure to configure each kernel when Pe varies from 1%

to 20% (where Pa = 0.5Pe and Pc = 0.1Pe), assuming that each MU contains

the maximum number of regions (i.e., nine [44]). The figure clearly exhibits

the significant impact of Pe on yield for these kernels, suggesting the critical

importance of keeping the granularity and complexity of PEs not overly high,

as well as the potential need to incorporate redundancy into PE designs in

order to place Pe in an acceptable range.
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Figure 4.11: Probability of failure to configure the kernels when varying Pe.

Finally, we analyze the impact of the complexity of the arbiter circuitry.

Fig.4.12 shows the probability of failure to configure each kernel when varying

Pa, i.e., probability of failure of a PE operating as an arbiter, from 1% to 20%,

with fixed Pe = 10% and Pc = 1%, assuming again that each MU contains the

maximum number of regions. As shown in the figure, the yield shows little
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sensitivity to variations on Pa when Pa is less than Pe. Indeed, in our group

testing method, each arbiter PE in a tile will be re-tested multiple times in

other test tiles. Thus, false negatives resulting from faulty arbiters in a tile

will most likely be corrected by other tiles. In this way, the ‘arbiter reliability

bottleneck’ issue in traditional TMR (i.e. the reliability of a TMR output is

bounded by that of the arbiter) is circumvented. However, as also shown in

the figure, when Pa gets larger than Pe, that is, when the complexity of the

arbiters exceeds that of the modules being voted, it will eventually compromise

the component yield. Therefore, it is still important to keep the arbiter design

not overly complex, see Section 4.3. Moreover, the result suggests a minimal

granularity for the PE as a generic processor, i.e., the complexity of the latter

should be lower bounded by the complexity of the arbitration circuitry.
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Figure 4.12: Probability of failure to configure the kernels when varying Pa.
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4.6 Summary

We have proposed a novel TMR-based group testing method, aimed at en-

abling scalable defect mapping and configuration on appropriately architected

memory-based nanofabrics. Possible designs for the required support circuitry

have been presented and analyzed. Critical trade-offs between testing cov-

erage and complexity have also been discussed. The effectiveness of the our

approach has been experimentally demonstrated on representative benchmark

kernels.
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Chapter 5

Reliability-Aware High-Level

Synthesis Targeted at

Nanofabrics

Beyond providing a promising foundation towards addressing the scalability

challenge of reconfiguration-based defect-avoidance techniques, our proposed

design paradigm gives also a framework in which to explore critical new trade-

offs among performance, yield, and complexity – as will be seen, the probabilis-

tic nature of these tradeoffs requires a new class of ‘reliability-aware’ high-level

synthesis (HLS) problems that is quite unique. In particular, rather than care-

fully optimizing a single (‘deterministic’) solution, as done in traditional HLS,

the reliability-aware HLS problem defined in this context requires the joint

synthesis and optimization of a sufficiently large family of alternative solu-

tions, so as to enable actual defects to be circumvented at configuration time

- critical towards meeting the target probability of successful configuration,
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or yield. The need to provide ‘redundant’ (or ‘extra’) configuration capacity,

so as to enable such multiple solutions, is inexistent in traditional HLS, and

fundamentally impacts system performance, thus leading to a substantial de-

parture on the way the design space should be explored [44, 38]. For example,

judiciously increasing the ‘size’ of the behavioral flows (or ‘instructions’) to

be atomically executed on application-specific functional units, usually criti-

cal to achieving high performance in traditional HLS [60, 62, 65, 31, 72], may

actually hurt expected performance in this new context. This is so because

‘larger’ flows may require substantially more redundant configuration capacity

to meet the target yield, thus decreasing the degree of locality of a design, see

Chapter 3.

Due to those key differences with respect to traditional HLS, this new

class of problems requires the definition of a new HLS framework and as-

sociated support algorithms, appropriately exploring the design space. In

this chapter, we propose a Reliability-Aware Synthesis framework for recon-

figurable NANOfabrics (RAS-NANO), aimed at systematically solving this

new class of HLS problems. Specifically, the broad goal of RAS-NANO is

to generate designs that achieve the specified target yield with best-expected

performance, i.e., best average performance over a large number of nanochip

instances, for a given application kernel.

We start by introducing RAS-NANO’s main synthesis flow, and then

discuss in some detail the different algorithms implementing its various phases.

Then, relying on extensive experimental data generated for a set of represen-

tative benchmark kernels, assuming different defect regimes and target yields,

we empirically show that the proposed framework can effectively explore the

complex design space defined by this new class of HLS problems.
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This chapter is organized as follows. An overview of RAS-NANO is

given in Section 5.1, and Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 discuss in detail the various

algorithms implemented in the framework. Experimental results are presented

in Section 5.5. Our work is contrasted with previous conventional HLS work

in Section 5.6. Finally, Section 5.7 concludes this chapter.

5.1 Overview of Reliability-Aware Synthesis

Flow

Given an application kernel, the goal is to generate a component design with

‘best-expected’ performance meeting the specified probability of successful

configuration, or yield. Fig. 5.1 shows the overall synthesis flow implemented

in RAS-NANO – for simplicity, the target yield for intra- and inter-MU com-

munication resources Ptc is specified separately from the yield for the compo-

nent’s transformational resources Ptt, comprising the actual regions instanti-

ated within an MU [37].

As shown in Fig. 5.1, the main steps of RAS-NANO’s synthesis flow

are:

1. RAS-Behavioral Bounds: setting the maximum number of operations (or

nodes) allowed on each basic flow (‘instruction size’), and the maximum

number of basic flows possible to map into a single mapping unit (MU)

– discussed in Section 5.2.

2. RAS-Allocation: deciding on the number of MUs to be instantiated in

the component, and on the number of regions within each such MU –

discussed in Section 5.2.
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3. RAS-Instruction Selection: generating a flow cover for the kernel’s dataflow

graph (DFG), using basic flows with no more than the allowed number

of nodes – discussed in Section 5.3.

4. RAS-Binding: clustering and assigning basic flows to MUs, subject to

convexity constraints (unlike conventional HLS, this is a many-to-many

binding) – discussed in Section 5.3.

5. RAS-Routing: specifying the communication structure, i.e., the number

of intra- and inter-MU tracks to be instantiated in the nanofabric –

discussed in Section 5.4.

The decisions made in steps RAS-Behavioral Bounds and RAS-Allocation

are based on rough, preliminary yield estimates – Section 5.2 discusses how

such estimates are generated. Once all design details are fully defined, one

still needs to check if the actual yield meets the target value. As shown in

Fig. 5.1, if it does not, the level of redundant configuration capacity pro-

vided on the particular component design needs to be increased (via step

RAS-AdjustCapacity), and then a new design cycle is initiated.

Final Configuration Step. Once the design is finished and a corre-

sponding batch of programmable nanofabric chips is manufactured, those chips

still need to be configured. Namely, the defects on each chip need to be first

individually mapped (using the TMR-based group testing method described

in Chapter 4) and, then, based on such results, an exact placement of each

basic flow onto a region of the appropriated MU is determined, such that the

identified faulty resources are avoided – see Chapters 3 and 4.
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Figure 5.1: RAS-NANO: overall high-level synthesis flow.

5.2 RAS-Behavioral Bounds and RAS-Allocation

The first two steps of RAS-NANO’s synthesis flow define the level of ‘redun-

dant’ configuration capacity that needs to be provided in the nanofabric, so as

to achieve the target yield for the particular component. Specifically, they de-

fine the ‘size’ of the behavioral abstractions (basic flows and clusters of flows)

and the ‘size’ of the corresponding structural abstractions (number of MUs

and number of regions per MU), as discussed below.

5.2.1 Algorithm to Determine Configuration Capacity

In order to enhance a component’s yield, one should increase its level of ‘re-

dundant’ configuration capacity, by:

1. instantiating more regions in its MUs;
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2. using a kernel cover with smaller basic flows; and/or

3. instantiating more MUs and assigning fewer basic flows to each MU.

The previous alternatives are listed in increasing order of their impact on yield

and expected component latency – see experimental results in Chapter 3. Ac-

cordingly, since our goal is to meet the yield constraint with best expected

performance, we have developed a greedy algorithm that starts from a de-

sign with minimum configuration capacity, and thus with the highest possible

locality, and then increases configuration capacity, in above order, until the

target yield is met.

The pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig.5.2. Its in-

puts are: nG – number of nodes in the kernel’s DFG G; and Ptt – target yield

for the component’s transformational resources. The algorithm’s outputs are:

nmax – maximum number of operations allowed on any basic flow;1 fmax –

maximum number of basic flows that can be mapped into one MU; nMU –

number of MUs to be instantiated in the component; and nreg – number of

regions in each MU.2 As shown in Fig.5.2, the algorithm starts from the most

aggressive design with least configuration capacity, using the least possible

number of MUs, the largest possible basic flows, and the minimum number of

regions within an MU. Then it gradually increases configuration capacity, fol-

lowing the order specified above, until the target yield is met, or unfeasibility

is detected. The same order is also used within step RAS-AdjustCapacity for

incremental increases in configuration capacity, across design cycles or itera-

tions.

1We require nmax ≤ MaxNodesPerF low = 7.
2To control routing complexity, nreg ≤ MaxRegionsPerMU = 9, see [44].
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Algorithm RAS-Behavioral Bounds&Allocation:
1. nMU = max(1, (nG/MaxRegionsPerMU)/MaxNodesPerF low));
2. while(nMU ≤ nG) {
3. nmax = MaxNodesPerF low;
4. while(nmax ≥ 1) {
5. fmax = max(1, (nG/nMU )/nmax); //estimate # of flows per MU
6. nreg = fmax; //# of regions starts with # of flows per MU
7. while(nreg ≤ MaxRegionsPerMU) {
8. estimate transformational component yield P ;
9. if P < Ptt

10. nreg = nreg + 1; //increase configuration capacity 1)
11. else
12. return (nmax, fmax, nMU , nreg); //found the solution
13. }
14. nmax = nmax − 1; //increase configuration capacity 2)
15. }
16. nMU = nMU + 1; //increase configuration capacity 3)
17. }
18. return error; //no feasible solution found

Figure 5.2: Algorithm for RAS-Behavioral Bounds and RAS-Allocation.
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5.2.2 Yield Estimation

Preliminary Yield Estimation. The algorithm in Fig.5.2 requires estimat-

ing the transformational component yield P (see line 8) so as to get the ideal

configuration capacity – we solve this hierarchically, by estimating the yield

at each level of the design hierarchy. First, as in Chapter 3, we estimate ba-

sic flow yield at the region level using Monte Carlo simulation, for a specific

defect regime (Pe, Pa, Pc). Recall that Pe, Pa, Pc denote the probabilities of

failure for PEs operating as generic processors; PEs operating as arbiters; and

connections, respectively. Specifically, we generate a large number of defect re-

alizations on a region (so as to achieve an adequate confidence level), and then

use the TMR-based group testing method described in Chapter 4, to obtain a

defect map for each such region instance. We then use a simple table-look-up

algorithm to find if a feasible configuration, for the basic flow mapped into that

region instance, exists. The probability of successful configuration, or yield,

for the particular basic flow is given by the actual fraction of region instances

for which a feasible configuration has been found.

We run such Monte Carlo simulations for essentially all possible ba-

sic flows of various sizes, considering different defect regimes. Fig. 5.3 shows

a sample of our results – namely, minimum and maximum basic flow yields, for

basic flows containing one to seven nodes, assuming defect regime (Pe, Pa, Pc) =

(10, 5, 1)%. As one would expect, basic flow yield decreases as the number of

nodes in the basic flow increases, yet there are some variations for basic flows

of identical size, caused by their distinct connectivity requirements. When

initially estimating the yield for a basic flow of a given size, one may select

more or less conservative values, depending on how aggressive one may wish
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Figure 5.3: Probability of successful configuration of a basic flow on a region
versus flow size when (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%.

to optimize performance, knowing that by choosing less conservative values,

one may need to iterate over several design cycles.

Yield at the next level of hierarchy, i.e., MU level, is roughly estimated

assuming that all basic flows are identical.3 For this special case – fmax identi-

cal basic flows being mapped into nreg regions – the MU level yield is directly

given by:

PMU =
nreg∑

i=fmax

(
nreg

i
)P i

r(1 − Pr)
nreg−i (5.1)

where Pr is the estimated yield on one region for the particular basic flow

being considered, obtained as discussed before.

Finally, the yield estimate at the component level P , is given by

P =
nMU∏

i=1

PMUi
(5.2)

where PMUi
is the yield of the component’s ith MU.

Final yield estimation. The method discussed above generates the

rough yield estimates used to drive the design of the fabric, for each partic-

3As before, we assume an independent distribution of defects across regions.
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ular kernel/component. Once the design is concluded, the procedure used to

estimate the yield of the resulting detailed component design is very similar,

except that now we know the exact flow cover, and resource allocation and

assignment decisions implemented in the design, and can thus be more accu-

rate. Especially, at the MU level, we need now to consider the case of mapping

different basic flows to an MU. An interesting and common case consists of

mapping i basic flows of type f and j basic flows of type g to an MU consist-

ing of nreg regions, where basic flow f is ‘dominated’ by basic flow g, denoted

f ⊆ g. Informally, we say that f ⊆ g if the graph for basic flow f is a subgraph

of that for g. In order to compute the probability of successfully configuring

these basic flows in the nreg regions on the MU, we can first select at least i+j

regions that are configurable for the ‘dominated’ basic flow f , and then pick

at least j regions among them to configure the ‘dominating’ basic flow g. So

we have

PMU =
nreg∑

k=i+j

[(
nreg

k
)Pr(f)k(1 − Pr(f))nreg−k

·
k∑

l=j

(
k

l
)Pr(g|f)l(1 − Pr(g|f))k−l] (5.3)

where Pr(f) is the estimated yield of basic flow f on a region, and Pr(g|f) is

the conditional probability of successfully configuring the ‘dominating’ basic

flow g on a region, given that the ‘dominated’ basic flow f can be configured

on that region, which is given by

Pr(g|f) =
Pr(g, f)

Pr(f)
=

Pr(g)

Pr(f)
(5.4)
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where Pr(g) is the estimated yield of basic flow g on a region. Equation (5.3)

can be extended to the case of mapping a set of basic flows containing more

than two basic flow types, but with a strict ‘⊆’ (dominance) ordering among all

flows. Finally, for the general case where m different basic flows, without such

dominance ordering, are mapped into n regions of an MU, the yield estimate is

obtained by exhaustively enumerating all possible configuration combinations.

5.3 RAS-Instruction Selection and RAS-Binding

In the two subsequent steps of RAS-NANO’s synthesis flow – also called ‘clus-

tering’ phase – a flow cover for the kernel’s data flow graph (DFG) is first

generated (RAS-Instruction Selection), and then an assignment of the result-

ing basic flows to MUs is performed (RAS-Binding), satisfying nmax and fmax,

aiming at minimizing expected (or average) latency. Furthermore, as alluded

to above, the sets of basic flows (or ‘flow clusters’) assigned to the various

MUs must also satisfy convexity constraints, that is, there cannot be ‘circular’

(input/output) data dependencies among them.

5.3.1 Problem Representation

Fig. 5.4 symbolically illustrates the results of the two clustering steps per-

formed in this phase of the synthesis process. The output of the RAS-Instruction Selection

step is a node-clustered DFG, denoted Gf (see resulting basic flows f1, f2, f3

and f4 in Fig. 5.4(b)), and the output of the RAS-Binding step is a flow-

clustered DFG, denoted Gfc (see resulting flow clusters C1 and C2 in Fig.

5.4(c)), where each flow cluster is assigned to an MU. Note that Gfc has three

types of edges: intra-flow edges, inter-flow edges, and inter-MU (or inter-flow-
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Figure 5.4: Dataflow model: (a) original DFG G; (b) node-clustered DFG Gf ;
(c) flow-clustered DFG Gfc.

cluster) edges. As discussed in [44], the intra-flow edges do not cause extra

delay, while the inter-flow and inter-MU edges do incur data transfer delays,

corresponding to moving data between regions belonging to the same or to

different MUs.

Unlike the conventional HLS problems, in our probabilistic design paradigm,

the delay incurred by such data transfers may vary among different compo-

nent instances, since the mapping of basic flows to regions is not fixed, and

depends upon the actual defect distributions on each chip, in the sense that

those impact the resulted basic flow configuration. Fig. 5.5 illustrates this,

using an hypothetical kernel, where basic flows f1 and f3 in flow-cluster C1

are assigned to MU1, and f2 in C2 is assigned to MU2, and both MU1 and

MU2 are assumed to contain nine regions. For illustration purposes, we fix the

position of basic flow f1 in MU1 and vary the positions of f3 and f2 in MU1

and MU2, respectively. Clearly, the data transfer delay of the inter-flow edge

e1 (from f1 to f3) varies substantially for the two alternative placements of

f3 in MU1, i.e., e1 delay2 > e1 delay1. Similar considerations can be made

with respect to the data transfer delay of the inter-MU edge e2 (from f1 to

f2) for the two alternative placements of f2 in MU2. Since the region in
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Figure 5.5: Illustrating delay variation caused by inter-flow and inter-MU edges
for a particular data transfer delay model.

the appropriated MU to which each basic flow is actually mapped will not

be determined until defect mapping and configuration is performed for each

particular chip, our clustering algorithm uses expected values for such delays,

derived using a combination of analysis and simulation, see details in Section

5.5.

5.3.2 Algorithm for Clustering Phase: RAS-TPC

RAS-NANO’s clustering phase bears considerable resemblance to clustering

problems defined in the context of traditional HLS and compilers, see e.g.,

[49, 27, 2, 77]. In fact, we were able to successfully adapt TPC (Two-Phase

Clustering), a state-of-the-art algorithm proposed by Lapinskii et. al.[49], to

address our ‘reliability-aware’ clustering phase. As discussed in the sequel,

our version of the algorithm, denoted RAS-TPC, is used in both the node
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clustering and the flow clustering phases of RAS-NANO.4

Node Clustering Step: RAS-Instruction Selection

Similarly to the original TPC algorithm, RAS-TPC starts by performing a

fast greedy clustering, and then iteratively improves on that initial solution –

both phases of the algorithm are briefly discussed below.

1) Initial Clustering Phase. The greedy algorithm used to generate

the initial clustering is shown in Fig.5.6 – lines in bold represent our addi-

tions/enhancements to the original TPC. The order in which nodes are con-

sidered for clustering (line 1) is determined by a ranking function identical to

that proposed in [49], which is composed of the following three elements (in

priority order):

1. The as-late-as-possible (ALAP) value of the candidate operation/node,

with earlier operations being considered first.

2. The nodes having same ALAP values are then ordered by their mobility

values5. The one with lower mobility is considered first.

3. Rank the still unordered nodes by their number of successors. The one

with more successors is considered first.

As indicated in [49], this ranking function performs well in that it gives pri-

ority to operations on the critical path(s), thus providing more flexibility for

4We have also developed a reliability-aware version of HP’s Partial Component Clus-
tering (PCC) algorithm [27], denoted RAS-PCC, yet our version of RAS-TPC consistently
outperformed RAS-PCC, and thus we only present results for the former.

5For a given target latency, the mobility µ(v) of an operation v is defined as µ(v) =
alap(v) − asap(v), where the functions alap(v) and asap(v) denote the ALAP and the as-
soon-as-possible (ASAP) value of v, respectively.
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those more difficult/constrained operations. Then, for the selected node v, we

evaluate each possible alternative clustering to a basic flow f (cluster(v) = f),

using cost function trcost(v, f) (line 4), which similarly to [49], is defined as

follows:

trcost(v, f) = trcostdd(v, f) + trcostcc(v, f) (5.5)

where trcostdd(v, f) denotes the direct data dependency cost and trcostcc(v, f)

denotes the common consumer cost. To calculate trcost(v, f), we consider

all predecessors of v, pred(v), and all successors of v, succ(v). We add 1 to

trcostdd(v, f) for each v’s predecessor u ∈ pred(v) such that cluster(u) �=
f . We add 1 to trcostcc(v, f) for each v’s successor u ∈ succ(v) such that

there exists an u’s predecessor w ∈ pred(u) and cluster(w) �= f . Clearly,

trcostdd(v, f) favors solutions that place consumer and producer operations

into the same basic flow, and trcostcc(v, f) favors solutions that place multiple

producers to a common consumer into the same basic flow [49].

However, differently from the original TPC, we perform size and con-

vexity constraint checks during the node clustering step (line 3). Note, first,

that non-convex data dependencies among basic flows assigned to the same

MU are allowed, in order to preserve fine-grain parallelism [44, 38]. Thus,

convexity constraints need to be enforced only across MUs. However, the joint

consideration of nmax (maximum number of operations on a basic flow) and

fmax (maximum number of basic flows that can be mapped into one MU) does

limit the maximum number of nodes that can be mapped into a single MU – to

nmax · fmax. Therefore, although allowing non-convex data dependencies dur-

ing this phase, we need to make sure that the total number of nodes in basic

flows exhibiting ‘circular’ data dependencies does not exceed that limit, so as
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Algorithm RAS-Init:
1. for each node v in G following the ranking order {
2. for each candidate basic flow f {
3. if cluster(v) = f satisfies size and convexity constraints
4. calculate trcost(v, f);
5. else
6. mark cluster(v) = f inadmissible;
7. }
8. select cluster(v) = f minimizing trcost(v, f);
9. if no admissible clustering of v can be found {
10. find the first clustered node vb that satisfies the conditions:
11. a) cluster(vb) = f such that cluster(v) = f is non-convex;
12. b) ∃ a vb’s successor s such that cluster(s) �= cluster(vb);
13. c) vb was not backtracked to before;
14. re-cluster vb such that cluster(vb) = cluster(s);
15. go back to line 1 and loop restarts from the node after vb;
16. if such backtrack node vb cannot be found
17. create a new basic flow for v to be clustered;
18. } }

Figure 5.6: Algorithm for initial reliability-aware clustering.
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to enable all such basic flows to be later mapped to a single MU – otherwise,

convexity constraints at the MU level would be violated.

We use the depth-first search based algorithm [70] to check for con-

vexity constraints’ violations. If one such violation is detected, it must be

eliminated. Meeting convexity constraints with a greedy clustering algorithm

is somewhat challenging, since convexity is a global constraint, while our al-

gorithm makes clustering decisions greedily/locally. In [2] and [77], convexity

constraints are considered during instruction selection, yet both algorithms

have worst-case exponential computing complexity, in contrast to our low cost

heuristic backtracking strategy (see line 9 - 15 in Fig.5.6).

Fig.5.7 describes the heuristic. Consider a DFG G containing 4 nodes,

and assume nmax = 2, fmax = 1. After clustering node 1 to basic flow 1,

node 2 to basic flow 2, and node 3 to basic flow 1, when the algorithm tries

to cluster node 4, no admissible clustering can be found, since clustering it

to basic flow 1 violates the flow size constraint, and clustering it to basic

flow 2 violates convexity constraints at the MU level. In order to handle

the problem, our algorithm starts by backtracking to a previously clustered

node, selected as specified in lines 11 to 13 in Fig.5.6. Specifically, following

backwards the ranking order for the previously clustered nodes, the algorithm

backtracks to the first node vb that meets the following three conditions: 1)

vb was clustered to a basic flow that the current node cannot be clustered

to, without violating convexity constraints ; 2) at least one of vb’s successors,

denoted s, was clustered to a basic flow different from its own; 3) vb was not

backtracked to before. Once the backtracking node vb is selected, the algorithm

re-clusters it to the basic flow of its successor s, and then restarts the regular

greedy algorithm from the next node, in the ranking order. For the example
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Figure 5.7: Backtracking during initial clustering.

in Fig.5.7, node 2 would be the first one to satisfy the three conditions, and

hence would be selected to be the backtracking node. Node 2 would then be

re-clustered to basic flow 1, and the normal clustering process would resume

with node 3, eventually generating the solution shown in Fig.5.7.

Although simple, this backtracking strategy has performed quite effec-

tively in practice. Still, there is always the possibility that the backtracking

heuristic cannot generate a feasible solution – either because a convex clus-

tering (at the MU level) does not actually exist, or because the heuristic has

failed. If this happens, as shown in line 16 and 17 in Fig.5.6, we cluster the

problematic node to a new basic flow, in order to avoid size and convexity con-

straint violations. Of course, this might adversely impact performance, since

the use of ‘smaller’ basic flows results in more inter-flow data transfer delays.

Still, our heuristic has so far proven to be quite effective in identifying those

clustering decisions that may have caused an avoidable constraint violation –

specifically, for all of our experiments, it has failed to backtrack successfully

only once (for one of the DCT-DIT experiments discussed in Section 5.5), re-

sulting in one more basic flow than possible for that case, with insignificant

impact on performance.
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Algorithm RAS-IterativeImprovement:
1. progress = 0; iteration = 0;
2. compute the initial clustering cost;
3. do {
4. iteration++;
5. for each boundary node v in G {
6. for each node p ∈ adj(v) and cluster(p) �= cluster(v) {
7. temporarily move v to cluster(p);
8. performs a chain of temporary moves of boundary nodes

until target flow contains no more than nmax nodes;
9. }
10. if the temporary clustering satisfies convexity constraint {
11. compute the new clustering cost;
12. if the clustering cost improves {
13. commit the chain of moves and update the clustering;
14. progress = 1; }
15. } }
16. } while (progress == 1)and(iteration <= iterationmax);

Figure 5.8: Algorithm of reliability-aware iterative improvement for clustering.

2) Iterative Improvement Phase. Although our initial clustering al-

gorithm performs quite well (see Section 5.5), improvement is in general still

possible. To take advantage of these opportunities, similarly to [49], we have

developed a relatively low-cost iterative improvement algorithm – see Fig.5.8,

where lines in bold represent our enhancements to the original TPC algorithm.

The iterative improvement algorithm is based on boundary permuta-

tions [49]. A boundary node (line 5 in Fig.5.8) is a node that has at least

one predecessor or successor node clustered to a different basic flow – such

nodes will be moved around different basic flows, providing opportunities for

eliminating or collapsing associated inter-flow data transfers. Differently from

the original TPC algorithm, though, our boundary permutations need to sat-

isfy constraint nmax, as well as convexity constraints. Namely, after moving a
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Figure 5.9: An example of chain of moves of boundary nodes during iterative
improvement.

boundary node to a different basic flow, the latter may contain more than nmax

nodes, and hence we need to make sure that it will also export a boundary

node to another basic flow – such chain of moves should continue until the

last basic flow to receive a boundary node still contains no more than nmax

nodes – see lines 7 and 8 in Fig.5.8. Note also that, at any step of the chain

of moves, if there are multiple options, the one minimizing cost function (5.6)

(discussed below) is selected.

An example of a chain of moves is shown in Fig.5.9, where nmax = 4.

After moving a boundary node v1 from basic flow f1 to basic flow f2, f2

contains five nodes and violates the nmax constraint. Thus, we need to move

a boundary node in f2 (say, v2) out to another basic flow (f3). Note that,

among all possible moves of a boundary node from f2 to other basic flows,

v2 and f3 are selected because they minimize the temporary clustering cost.

After that movement, f3 contains four nodes (thus ≤ nmax), and so the chain

of moves ends.6

6When there is no valid boundary node, or no target basic flow can be found to complete
a chain of moves, we simply roll back to the previous clustering solution.
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After completing one such chain of moves, we obtain a new temporary

clustering solution and evaluate it using a suitable cost function (line 11 in

Fig.5.8) – if the resulting cost improves, we accept the chain of moves and

update the current clustering solution. The algorithm terminates when all

possible chains of moves fail to improve cost, or an upper bound on the number

of iterations is reached.

The following cost function is used in RAS-TPC:

Ccost = (LGf
, Nm,Mb) (5.6)

where LGf
is the ASAP schedule latency of the node-clustered DFG Gf (es-

timated using expected delays for the inter-flow edges, see Section 5.5), Nm

is the number of inter-flow edges, and Mb is the solution’s mobility balance

(discussed below). To compare two clustering solutions, the three components

of the cost function are compared in lexicographical order. LGf
and Nm aim at

minimizing average latency. Mb aims at discouraging the clustering of nodes

with large mobility differences into the same basic flow, since this will likely

decrease the exposed instruction level parallelism, and thus potentially harm

performance7. Mb is defined as the sum of mobility differences over all flows,

i.e.,

Mb =
∑

∀f∈Gf

µf,max − µf,min (5.7)

where µf,max and µf,min denote the maximum and minimum mobility asso-

ciated to the nodes in basic flow f , respectively. Fig.5.10 explains this cost

7Since an MU cannot start execution until all of its input data is ready (see Chapter 3),
nodes with high mobility will have to wait until the data for the low mobility nodes arrives,
if such data is produced by a different MU.
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Figure 5.10: Considering mobility balance during clustering for the auto-
regression filter (AR) kernel.

component with an example – the Auto-Regression (AR) filter kernel. As it

can be seen, clustering node 24 of zero mobility (i.e., a node in the critical

path) to the basic flow containing nodes 1, 2, 3, of high mobility, is not a

good choice. Indeed, if any basic flow containing a predecessor to node 24 is

clustered to a different MU, nodes 1, 2, 3 will have to wait for the basic flow

containing such node to complete execution, leading to unnecessary execution

delay. Mb aims at avoiding such problematic clustering choices.

Flow Clustering Step: RAS-Binding

After clustering the original DFG G into basic flows, we contract each result-

ing basic flow to a node vc, and construct a corresponding contracted graph

Gc.
8 When there is a ‘circular’ data dependency among basic flows (this is

possible since non-convexity is allowed at the node clustering phase), we fur-

ther contract all the basic flows (i.e., their corresponding contracted nodes vc)

8There is an edge between two nodes in Gc if there is a data dependency between any
pair of nodes in the corresponding two basic flows.
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contained in the ‘circular’ dependency path into a single node (thus ensuring

that all such basic flows will necessarily be mapped to a single MU), and the

contracted graph Gc becomes acyclic. (Recall that, as discussed in Section

5.3.2, the actual number of basic flows contained in each such contracted node

will necessarily satisfy fmax.) After generating the acyclic contracted graph

Gc, we simply re-apply the RAS-TPC algorithm (used in the previous step) to

Gc, so as to derive the set of flow clusters to be assigned to each MU, where

cluster size is now limited by fmax (rather than nmax).

5.4 RAS-Routing

After decisions on MU allocation and binding are made, we still need to de-

termine how many routing tracks are needed to support intra- and inter-MU

data transfers, for a given probability of a track being defective (Pet). Since

regularity is desirable, we assume a target nanofabric with uniform routing

channels, i.e., with the same number of tracks on all channels.

Note that, differently from previous approaches, the exact placement

of basic flows into the internal regions of a component’s MUs is not known

– thus, our goal is to actually determine the number of tracks required to

support all potential alternative solutions. In order to do so, we consider a

number of distinct basic flow placements, aimed at exposing different routing

configuration requirements, namely: 1) ‘compact’ placements – the basic flows

are mapped to regions all located at one corner of the corresponding MU;

2) ‘spread’ placements – the basic flows are mapped to regions as far from

each other as possible on the appropriated MU; and 3) random placements –

the basic flows are randomly mapped to regions of the appropriated MU. For
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each such placement, we start by assuming that all routing tracks are defect-

free, thus reducing our problem to the so called ‘symmetrical FPGA array

routing’.[5] We then execute the well-known Pathfinder congestion negotiation

routing algorithm, used in VPR [5], to obtain the number of tracks required by

that particular solution. We repeat the process for all alternative placements,

and then select the highest number of defect-free routing tracks required by any

such solution. Then, given Pet (probability of a track being defective) and the

target yield for communication resources Ptc, we use a binomial distribution

(assuming that all tracks are probabilistically independent from a standpoint

of faults) to estimate the number of tracks required in the presence of defects.

5.5 Experimental Validation

In this section, we present the experimental results to empirically show that

our RAS-NANO framework can effectively explore the complex probabilistic

design space defined by the reliability-aware HLS problem.

Table 3.1 shows the set of representative HLS benchmarks used in our

experiments. They include an Auto-Regression filter (AR), an Avenhous Filter

(AF1), a Finite-Impulse-Response filter (FIR) and its unrolled version (FIRu),

an Elliptic Wave Filter (EWF), a version of the Fast-Fourier-Transform used

in MediaBench (FFTm) [50], and various discrete-cosine transform (DCT)

algorithms [43].

5.5.1 Experimental Methodology

Assuming a defect regime (Pe, Pa, Pc), and a given target yield, RAS-NANO’s

synthesis flow was used to generate a component design for each benchmark
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Table 5.1: Characteristics of HLS benchmark kernels.

Kernels #nodes #edges #nodes in critical path #connected components Figure
AR 28 30 8 1 A.1
AF1 18 19 7 1 A.2
FIR 16 15 9 1 A.4
FIRu 32 34 11 1 A.5
EWF 34 47 14 1 A.7
FFTm 38 42 4 3 A.8
DCT-LEE 49 62 9 2 A.9
DCT-DIF 41 54 7 2 A.10
DCT-DIT 48 66 7 1 A.11

kernel in Table 3.1. Specifically, we first derived the number of MUs and

the number of regions per MU, using the algorithm described in Fig. 5.2.

Then, we executed the RAS-TPC algorithm to perform node clustering (RAS-

Instruction Selection) and flow assignment (RAS-Binding). Afterwards, we

verified if the resulting design met the target yield – it did for all of our

experiments. Finally, the required number of routing tracks was obtained,

using the method described in Section 5.4.

To evaluate the resulting design, we estimated the experimental compo-

nent latencies when defects are present, denoted Lexpr, via Monte Carlo (MC)

simulations. Specifically, considering the defect densities specified for the par-

ticular group of experiments (i.e., Pe, Pa and Pc), random defective fabrics

were generated in each MC run. For each such fabric instance, we used our

TMR-tile based group testing method (Chapter 4) to obtain the defect map

of each region, and then used the heuristic algorithm proposed in Chapter 4

to determine the exact placement of basic flows in the component’s MUs. In

this way, we obtained the actual delay of each inter-flow and inter-MU edge,
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and hence Lexpr, for each MC run, that is, for the corresponding chip config-

uration. In all experiments, we assumed the same basic delay model adopted

in Chapter 3, where each operation takes two cycles to complete and have its

results routed to its consumer operation inside the particular basic flow, and

a signal takes one cycle to traverse the length of a region.

The method just discussed can be used to compute inter-flow and inter-

MU delays for a particular chip configuration. Still, when designing a com-

ponent, the exact delays are not known, since they depend not only on the

particular design being considered, but also on the specific configuration im-

plemented in each individual fabric/chip. So, during the iterative improvement

of the clustering phase, for particular designs, we use a predicted component

latency, denoted Lpred, in the clustering cost function (see Section 5.3.2).9

We estimate Lpred using a combination of simulations and analysis. Specifi-

cally, we consider a number of different designs, and run each of them through

a large number of MC simulations, assuming the defect regime of interest.

Fig. 5.11 shows the minimum, maximum, and average experimental delays

for inter-flow and inter-MU edges, obtained for different benchmark kernels,

assuming a number of different designs for each such kernel – these sample

results were obtained across 10000 MC simulation runs, assuming a defect

regime (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%. As shown, the average experimental delay

of inter-flow edges is consistently approximately two cycles, for all cases. The

average experimental delay of inter-MU edges varies between four to six cycles.

Thus, in the experiments that follow, the expected delay of an inter-flow edge

is assumed to be two cycles (by the clustering algorithms), and the expected

9Lpred is essentially the estimated ASAP schedule latency of the flow-clustered DFG Gfc,
i.e., LGfc

.
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delay of an inter-MU edge is assumed to be either four cycles or six cycles.

The impact of these two values on the resulting average Lexpr of the corre-

sponding designs generated by the algorithms will be discussed in detail in the

experiments below.
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Figure 5.11: Experimental delays of the inter-flow and inter-MU edges for
benchmarks with various designs when (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%: (a) Mini-
mum, maximum and average delays of inter-flow edges over 10000 MC runs;
(b) Minimum, maximum and average delays of inter-MU edges over 10000 MC
runs.

5.5.2 Results and Analysis

Table 5.2 shows samples of the results generated by our RAS-NANO frame-

work for the benchmark kernels, obtained for various target yield values (Ptt

and Ptc), and assuming defect regime (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%. Recall that
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Table 5.2: Results for benchmarks when (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%.

Kernel Ptt (=Ptc) nmax fmax nMU nreg Lpred Lexpr Treq Tactual

AR 1 − 10−5 6 3 2 8 22/24 20/29/22.4 5 8
1 − 10−10 4 3 3 9 26/28 23/30/26.0 4 9
1 − 10−15 3 2 5 9 30/32 29/36/32.1 3 11

AF1 1 − 10−5 6 3 1 8 16/16 15/19/17.3 6 9
1 − 10−10 4 3 2 9 22/24 20/26/22.6 5 11
1 − 10−15 3 2 3 9 26/28 22/33/29.1 3 11

FIR 1 − 10−5 6 3 1 8 22/22 20/26/22.9 4 7
1 − 10−10 4 2 2 7 26/28 24/30/26.9 3 8
1 − 10−15 3 2 3 9 30/34 31/39/34.8 3 11

FIRu 1 − 10−5 6 3 2 8 30/32 27/35/30.2 6 9
1 − 10−10 4 3 3 9 34/38 34/45/38.9 4 9
1 − 10−15 3 2 6 9 44/54 53/61/57.0 4 12

EWF 1 − 10−5 6 3 2 8 34/36 32/39/34.5 6 9
1 − 10−10 4 3 3 9 38/40 37/45/40.1 6 12
1 − 10−15 3 2 6 9 44/46 43/50/46.3 4 12
∗1 − 10−15 3 2 6 9 – 43/49/46.2∗ 4 12

FFTm 1 − 10−5 5 4 2 9 16/18 13/17/16.5 7 10
1 − 10−10 4 3 4 9 22/24 19/26/21.1 5 11
1 − 10−15 3 2 7 9 30/34 33/38/36.0 4 12

DCT-LEE 1 − 10−5 6 3 3 9 32/34 27/34/32.6 6 9
1 − 10−10 4 3 5 9 40/44 37/43/41.2 5 11
1 − 10−15 3 2 9 9 52/60 55/63/59.2 3 11

DCT-DIF 1 − 10−5 4 6 2 9 28/30 25/32/27.7 7 10
1 − 10−10 4 3 4 9 34/38 29/38/33.6 5 11
1 − 10−15 3 2 7 9 48/54 48/55/51.7 4 12

DCT-DIT 1 − 10−5 4 6 2 9 24/26 21/27/22.6 9 12
1 − 10−10 4 3 4 9 38/40 33/43/37.5 6 12
1 − 10−15 3 2 8 9 50/54 40/56/52.2 4 12

nmax, fmax, nMU and nreg denote the maximum basic flow size, maximum num-

ber of flows mapped to one MU, the number of MUs, and the number of regions

per MU used on a particular design. Lpred denotes the predicted component

latency estimated early on for the particular design – the first number given

in that column is obtained when the expected delay of inter-MU edges is as-

sumed to be four cycles, and the second number is obtained when the expected

delay of inter-MU edges is assumed to be six cycles. (As mentioned before, the

expected delay of inter-flow edges is assumed to be two cycles for both cases).

Note, that the designs generated by the clustering algorithms were identical

for both Lpred values on all but one of our experiments – the EWF design with
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Ptt = 1 − 10−15 – the implication on this is addressed below.

Lexpr in the table denotes the experimental component latency for the

actual design, where the three numbers correspond to the minimum, maxi-

mum, and average latency over 10000 MC runs. The row with “*” for the

EWF design with Ptt = 1 − 10−15 shows the experimental latency of the re-

sulting design when the predicted delay of inter-MU edges is assumed to be

six cycles. As mentioned before, this is the only case for which the resulting

designs are different when the expected delay of inter-MU edges is six cycles

versus four cycles, yet the difference is essentially not significant, in terms of

both the performance and resource requirements of the two resulting designs.

Finally, Treq in the table denotes the number of required defect-free routing

tracks (worst case among eight different basic flow placement scenarios, as de-

scribed in Section 5.4), and Tactual denotes the total number of tracks required

to meet the target yield Ptc, assuming the probability of a track being defective

Pet = Pc.

As it can be seen, the average component latency increases with in-

creases in target yield – this is exactly what one would expect, since increases

in redundant configuration capacity are needed to achieve higher yields, but

they have a deleterious effect on locality. In particular, as we can see from

Table 5.2, as the target yield increases, the number of MUs required to achieve

such yield increases, and thus the expected delay of the inter-MU edges tends

to increase as well. Accordingly, for most benchmarks, when the target yield

is low, e.g. Ptt = 1 − 10−5, Lpred computed assuming the inter-MU delays

to be four cycles is closer to the average Lexpr. Yet, when the target yield

is high, e.g. Ptt = 1 − 10−15, Lpred computed assuming the inter-MU delay

to be six cycles is closer to the average Lexpr. Still, no matter what the ex-
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pected delay of inter-MU edges is, Lpred exhibits the same trend as Lexpr, i.e.,

increases as target yield increases. Such fidelity of Lpred with regard to Lexpr

allows us to use Lpred safely while exploring the design space, thus enabling a

much quicker practical exploration, since it avoids the complex Monte Carlo

simulations required for deriving Lexpr. Another interesting observation per-

tains the actual delay variation across different component instances, shown

in the column representing Lexpr. For all cases, the minimum Lexpr and the

maximum Lexpr are within 10 − 15% of the average Lexpr, for the particular

defect regime and target yield considered in the experiment. This inherent

variability is to be expected in a reconfiguration-based approach such as ours.

Our experiments show as well that the number of defect-free tracks

decreases with increases in yield, since increasing redundant configuration ca-

pacity leads to less congested designs. However, when we simultaneously (and

more realistically) consider the presence of defective routing tracks, again the

number of tracks tends to increase, as the target yield increases.

We performed the same set of experiments discussed above for a num-

ber of different defect regimes, and observed consistent trends and results. For

instance, Table 5.3 shows a similar set of experimental results generated by

RAS-NANO, assuming (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (1, 0.5, 0.1)%. For this defect regime, we

found that the average delay of inter-flow edges was still consistently around

two cycles for all cases, while the average delay of inter-MUs edges was roughly

two to four cycles. This was not surprising, since the number of MUs required

to achieve the target yield is much reduced, for this lower defect density. Ac-

cordingly, as before we still used two cycles as the expected delay of inter-flow

edges, yet used now two or four cycles for inter-MU edges. We found that,

for all cases, the resulting designs were identical for those two different delays,
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and so was Lexpr. We still present Lpred for the two cases (four-cycle case first

and then two-cycle case), for completeness.

Table 5.3: Results for benchmarks when (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (1, 0.5, 0.1)%.

Kernel Ptt (=Ptc) nmax fmax nMU nreg Lpred Lexpr Treq Tactual

AR 1 − 10−10 6 5 1 8 20/20 19/23/20.1 6 10
1 − 10−15 6 3 2 8 22/20 20/26/21.9 5 10
1 − 10−20 6 3 2 9 22/20 20/27/21.9 5 12

AF1 1 − 10−10 7 3 1 8 16/16 15/19/16.5 6 10
1 − 10−15 6 3 1 8 16/16 15/19/17.0 6 11
1 − 10−20 6 3 1 9 16/16 15/19/17.0 6 13

FIR 1 − 10−10 7 3 1 8 22/22 21/24/22.4 5 8
1 − 10−15 6 3 1 8 22/22 21/25/22.9 4 9
1 − 10−20 6 3 1 9 22/22 21/25/22.9 4 11

FIRu 1 − 10−10 6 6 1 9 28/28 27/31/28.1 7 11
1 − 10−15 6 3 2 8 30/28 29/33/30.0 6 11
1 − 10−20 6 3 2 9 30/28 29/33/30.0 6 13

EWF 1 − 10−10 6 6 1 9 32/32 31/34/32.9 7 11
1 − 10−15 6 3 2 8 34/32 33/35/34.9 6 11
1 − 10−20 6 3 2 9 34/32 33/35/34.9 6 13

FFTm 1 − 10−10 7 3 2 9 16/14 13/18/15.0 7 11
1 − 10−15 6 4 2 9 16/14 16/18/17.0 7 12
1 − 10−20 6 3 3 9 20/18 15/20/18.0 5 12

DCT-LEE 1 − 10−10 6 5 2 8 30/32 28/32/30.9 7 11
1 − 10−15 6 3 3 8 32/30 30/33/32.9 6 11
1 − 10−20 6 3 3 9 32/30 30/33/32.9 6 13

DCT-DIF 1 − 10−10 7 3 2 9 22/20 20/26/20.1 7 11
1 − 10−15 6 4 2 9 24/22 22/25/24.0 7 12
1 − 10−20 6 3 3 9 28/26 23/28/27.9 6 13

DCT-DIT 1 − 10−10 6 4 2 7 24/22 21/25/22.9 9 13
1 − 10−15 6 4 2 9 24/22 21/25/23.0 8 14
1 − 10−20 6 3 3 9 26/24 22/28/25.0 7 14

Note further that, since the defect density is lower for the experimental

results shown in Table 5.3 , the number of MUs required to achieve the target

yield tends to be smaller, and the maximum flow sizes larger than those used

in the designs generated for the previous case ((Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%). As a

result, component latencies are smaller than those of the previous designs for

the same target yield, by 16 – 56%. Also, the performance variations (differ-

ences between the minimum and maximum experimental latencies) across all

component designs are quite smaller, due to increased locality of the resulting
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designs.

As a final note on the experiments, our framework RAS-NANO’s ex-

ecution time is essentially determined by its clustering phase, RAS-TPC –

see discussion on the time complexity of TPC in [49]. To assess the effec-

tiveness of the somewhat costly iterative improvement step of our algorithm,

we implemented a simpler version, without iterative improvement, denoted

RAS-INIT. For each kernel, we recorded the execution time of both versions

of the algorithm, as well as the average experimental latency of their gener-

ated solutions. Fig.5.12 and Fig.5.13 show samples of our results, for defect

regime (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%, generated for target yields Ptt of 1−10−15 and

1−10−10, respectively. The execution time is in milliseconds, and was obtained

on a SparcV9 750MHz processor. On average over all our experiments, RAS-

TPC achieves 17% improvement on average experimental latency with respect

to RAS-INIT, with roughly four times increased execution time. Accordingly,

in the current version of RAS-NANO, designers can select to enable iterative

improvement or not, based on their specific applications, optimization goals,

and sensitivity to execution time.

5.6 Previous Work on High Level Synthesis

and Clustering

The synthesis framework proposed in this paper builds on state-of-the-art work

in the areas of high level synthesis (HLS) [60, 13, 62, 65, 31, 1, 72], instruction-

set extensions for performance acceleration for application-specific processors

and FPGAs [17, 2, 16, 77], and instruction scheduling/assignment for clustered
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Figure 5.12: Experimental latency and execution time for benchmarks with
target yield Ptt = 1 − 10−15 when (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%: (a) Average
experimental latency; (b) Algorithm execution time in milliseconds.

datapath and processors [12, 36, 61, 27, 49]. Although we propose several en-

hancements to existing HLS algorithms, these individual enhancements are

not the key innovation in this chapter. Instead, the chapter’s key contribution

is the definition of a new reliability-aware HLS problem, and associated syn-

thesis flow, such that one can jointly synthesize and optimize a large family

of alternative solutions, rather than a single deterministic solution, so as to

achieve a specified target yield with best-expected performance.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a reliability-aware high-level synthesis (HLS)

framework, to implement a reconfiguration-based defect avoidance approach

for emerging nanotechnologies. It aims at synthesizing a sufficiently large fam-
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Figure 5.13: Experimental latency and execution time for benchmarks with
target yield Ptt = 1 − 10−10 when (Pe, Pa, Pc) = (10, 5, 1)%: (a) Average
experimental latency; (b) Algorithm execution time in milliseconds.

ily of alternative solutions, to be mapped on defect-prone but reconfigurable

nanofabrics, so as to meet the specified yield with best expected performance.

Experimental results generated for a set of representative benchmark kernels,

assuming different defect regimes and target yields, empirically show that this

synthesis framework can effectively explore the complex design space induced

by this new class of reliability-aware HLS problems.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future

Directions

In this dissertation we have proposed a reconfiguration-based defect-tolerant

design paradigm for emerging nanotechnologies. Our proposed abstractions

enable one to increase resource redundancy, and thus ensure a high probability

of successful configuration (i.e., yield), while retaining the simplicity of region-

based defect mapping and configuration, to ensure scalability.

We have presented a novel TMR-based group testing method to effi-

ciently map defects in the proposed architected nanofabric regions, and have

shown that it is effective for the high defect density projected for nanotech-

nologies. It utilizes the processing power of the primitive processing elements

(PEs) to enable self-testing and self-configuration of the fabric, with minimum

off-line processing – critical towards enabling mass production.

Since reliability emerges as a key figure of merit in our proposed de-

sign paradigm, new probabilistic trade-offs among performance, reliability,
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and complexity have arisen. A novel high-level synthesis (HLS) methodol-

ogy is required to effectively explore this new, complex, design space. To this

end, we have developed a reliability-aware synthesis framework for nanofabrics

(RAS-NANO), aimed at systematically solving this new class of HLS problem.

Specifically, rather than carefully optimizing a single (‘deterministic’) solution,

RAS-NANO synthesizes and optimizes a sufficiently large family of alternative

solutions, so as to enable actual defects to be circumvented at configuration

time – critical towards meeting the target yield with best expected perfor-

mance. We have shown that RAS-NANO, with its supporting algorithms,

can effectively explore the complex probabilistic design space defined by our

proposed design paradigm.

There are several interesting directions for future research.

Tolerance to soft faults: Nanotechnologies exhibit also a higher sus-

ceptibility to transient/soft faults. Our defect-tolerant design paradigm ex-

poses a ‘defect-free’ component-based interface to be used in the subsequent

design phases, so that fault tolerance approaches can be effectively integrated.

Transient faults can be tolerated by by adding structural redundancy at the

region, mapping unit, and/or component levels. Unfortunately, this is likely to

lead to performance degradation, due to the need to incorporate extra arbitra-

tion levels, as well as increase in area/interconnect length. How to efficiently

incorporate transient-fault tolerance methods into our design paradigm will

be an interesting direction of future research. In fact, some researchers have

started working on this direction. For example, in [6, 8], Bhaduri and Shukla

have studied the trade-offs between reliability and performance when adding

structural redundancies at different abstraction levels on our proposed design

hierarchy to handle transient faults.
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Robust to performance variation: Another interesting direction of

future work will be using the component abstraction proposed in this disser-

tation to enable the design of high performance robust nanosystems by incor-

porating innovative microarchitectural methods. Addressing the performance

variation associated with our design paradigm is one of the major challenges

in this direction. For instance, [81] has proposed a promising technique of

reliability-driven speculation, whereby computations/kernels are speculatively

executed on faster but less reliable components, with on-chip verification (on

slower but more reliable components) and roll back support. It is shown

that, if speculation is based on fairly reliable components, the overall sys-

tem throughput is dominated by the faster ‘speculative’ components rather

than by the slower components necessary for verification. In addition, they

are investigating the use of simple load balancing techniques (implemented on

replicated speculative components) so as to minimize performance variability

across nanochip instances.

Implementation of processing elements: Yet another possible fu-

ture research direction will be developing the infrastructure for bootstrap pro-

gramming of the PE’s look-up tables. A possible solution would be a stochastic

scheme based on the ‘k-hot’ coding described in [23, 22]. However, the imple-

mentation details of such scheme require further investigation, and its effec-

tiveness might rely on the characteristics of the target nanotechnology. Also,

the optimal tradeoffs between the granularity of the PEs and the scalability

of defect mapping and configuration processes is worth further investigation.

Self-repair during defect mapping: It will also be interesting to

investigate possible implementations of adding self-repair capability during our

TMR-based defect mapping process, and their impact on actual component
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yield, given a specific defect regime of the target nanotechnology.

Defect distributions: All our experiments have been performed as-

suming a uniform distribution of the defects. As nanoelectronic technologies

become more mature, we expect to be able to consider more realistic defect

distributions, and evaluate their impacts on yield and performance.
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Appendix A

Dataflow Graphs of Benchmark

Kernels
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Figure A.1: Dataflow graph of the Auto-Regression filter (AR) kernel.
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Figure A.2: Dataflow graph of the Avenhous Filter (AF1) kernel.
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Figure A.3: Dataflow graph of the modified Avenhous Filter (AF2) kernel.
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Figure A.4: Dataflow graph of the Discrete-Cosine-Transform (DCT) and the
Finite-Impulse Response filter (FIR) kernel.
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Figure A.5: Dataflow graph of the unrolled FIR (FIRu) kernel.
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Figure A.6: Dataflow graph of the Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) kernel.
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Figure A.7: Dataflow graph of the Elliptic Wave Filter (EWF) kernel.
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Figure A.8: Dataflow graph of the MediaBench FFT (FFTm) kernel.
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Figure A.9: Dataflow graph of the DCT-LEE kernel.
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Figure A.10: Dataflow graph of the DCT-DIF kernel.
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